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Abstract Given any oriented link diagram, two types of new knot invariants are con-
structed. They satisfy some generalized skein relations. The coefficients of each in-
variant is from a commutative ring. Homomorphisms and representations of those
rings define new link invariants. For example, the HOMFLYPT polynomial with three
variables. In this sense, type one invariant is a generalization of the HOMFLYPT
polynomial. Those invariants can also be modified by writhe and parameterized to
get more powerful invariants. For example, the modified typeone invariant distin-
guishes mutants, and the parameterized invariants produces information for crossing
number.
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1 Introduction

Polynomial invariants of links have a long history. In 1928,J.W. Alexander [2] dis-
covered the famous Alexander polynomial. It has many connections with other topo-
logical invariants. More than 50 years later, in 1984 Vaughan Jones [5] discovered the
Jones polynomial. Soon, the HOMFLYPT polynomial [4][9] wasfound. It turns out
to be a generalization of both the Alexander polynomial and the Jones polynomial.
There are other polynomials, for example, the Kauffman 2 variable polynomial. All
those polynomials satisfy certain skein relations, which are linear equations concern-
ing several link diagrams. A natural questions is, can they be further generalized? In
this paper, we will present some new link invariants. They are natural generalizations
of the HOMFLYPT polynomial, and have 12 or 20 variables.

For simplicity, we use the following symbols to denote link diagrams.

E+ E− E

Fig. 1: The diagramsE+,E− andE.

Here we use the letterE because all arrows are all pointing the east direction.
+ means positive crossing,− means negative crossing. Similarly, we have the local
diagramsN+,N−,N, W+,W−,W,S+,S−,S. For example, the following diagrams rep-
resentN−,S+, andS.

N− S+ S

Fig. 2: The diagramsN−,S+ andS.

Further more, we also have the followings diagrams. HereHC means horizontal,
and rotating clockwise. Similarly,VT means vertical, and rotating anticlockwise.

HC HT VC VT

Fig. 3: The diagramsHC,HT,VC andVT.
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For a local crossingE+ or E− of an oriented link diagram, we propose the fol-
lowing new skein relations.
If the two arrows/arcs in the local diagram are from the same link component, then

E++bE−+ c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+d2VT = 0.

If the two arrows/arcs are from different components, then

E++b′E−+ c′1E+ c′2W+d′
1S+d′

2N = 0.

We call them thetype oneskein relations.

Remark 1For simplicity, the symbolE+ (E−, etc.) has many meanings in this paper.
It denotes (i) the whole link diagram with the special local pattern, (ii) the local
diagram contains only one crossing as in figure 1, and (iii) the value of our invariant
on the diagramE+. Instead of writing

f (E+)+b f(E−)+c1 f (E)+c2 f (W)+c3 f (HC)+c4 f (HT)+d1 f (VC)+d2 f (VT)= 0,

we write E++bE−+ c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+d2VT = 0. But some-
times, when necessary, we usef (E+) to denote the value of our invariant on the
diagramE+.

Remark 2Each diagram/term in the equations is canonically orientated as follows.
For the link components/component (there are two cases) containing the arcs in the
local diagram, their/its orientation is determined by the local diagrams. For all other
components, the orientation is not changed. Namely, all diagrams/terms have same
orientation along other components. For example, if we replace E with W, the compo-
nents passing the two arrows change orientation, the other components don’t. Since
we distinguish the same/different component cases, there is no contradiction regard-
ing to the orientation changes. There can be other options for orientation, please read
the end of this paper.

LetA1 denote the commutative ring generated byb,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,b′,c′1,c
′
2,d

′
1,d

′
2

and{vn}
∞
n=1 with the following relation sets.

RA1
1 : all generators commute.

RA1
3 : (1+b+d1+d2)vn+(c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)vn+1 = 0.

RA1
2 : c′2d

′
1 = d

′
1c′2, c′22

′
= d

′
1d′

2, d′
1d′

2+d′
2c1

′ = d′
2d′

1+c1
′d′

2, d′
1c′2+d′

2d
′
2 = 1

′
c′2+d′

2c′1,

d′
2d

′
1 = 2

′
c2, d′

2c2
′ = c2

′d′
2, c′2c1

′+c′1d′
2 = d

′
2d′

2+c′2d′
1, c′2d

′
2+c′1c′2 = d

′
2c′2+c′2c′1, · · · .

The relation setRA1
2 is very large, and is not completely written here. The readers

may find the complete description in later sections (first in the sectionfpq= fqp). The
symbolx here denotesb−1x, andx′ denotesb′−1x′. Similarly, there are commutative
ringsA2, A′

1 andA′
2.

Here are our main theorems.
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Theorem A (Theorem 1) For oriented link diagrams, there is a link invariant with
values inA1 and satisfies the following skein relations:
(1) If the two strands are from same link component, then

E++bE−+ c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+d2VT = 0.
(2) Otherwise,E++b′E−+ c′1E+ c′2W+d′

1S+d′
2N = 0.

The value for trivial n-component link isvn.
In general, replacingA1 by any homomorphic image ofA1, one will get a link

invariant.
There is a modified invariant taking values inA′

1, and the value for a monotone
n-component link diagram ish(w)vn.

Theorem B (Theorem 2) For oriented link diagrams, there is a link invariant with
values inA2 and satisfies the following skein relations:
(1) If the two strands are from same link component, then

E+ = c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+d2VT
E− = c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+d2VT

(2) Otherwise,
E+ = c′1E+ c′2W+d′

1S+d′
2N

E− = c′1E+ c′2W+d
′
1S+d

′
2N

The value for a trivial n-component link diagram isvn.
In general, replacingA2 by any homomorphic image ofA2, one will get a link

invariant.
There is a modified invariant taking values inA′

2, and the value for a trivial n-
component link diagram isvn.

Remark 3Compare with the well-known knot polynomials, there are a few differ-
ences here. (1) The skein relation has 2 or 4 cases. (2) The coefficients now are from
a commutative (or non commutative) ring, and there are some nontrivial relations
among them. (3) The skein relations are more complicated. (4) The skein relation is
not local here. This means for a given oriented diagramD, if we use the skein rela-
tion, the diagram is not only changed locally, the orientation change affects globally.
To avoid contradictions, the coefficients have to satisfy certain relations. This is why
we do not have a polynomial ring/invariant, but a commutative ring here.

Those two types of invariants can also be modified by the writhe, like the Kauff-
man bracket and the Kauffman 2-variable polynomial [6]. In our next paper, we shall
construct similar invariants for unoriented link diagrams.

The coefficients of each invariant is from a commutative ring. Homomorphisms
and representations of those rings define new link invariants. For example, if the
variables in the invariants are either 0 or invertible, one shall get knot polynomials.
For example, if in the ringA1 we add the following relationsc2 = c3 = c4 = d1 = d2 =
c′2 = d′

1 = d′
2 = 0 andb= b′, then we get a generalized HOMFLYPT polynomial with

three variablesb,c1,c2. If we askc1 = c′1, then the invariant we get is equivalent to
the famous HOMFLYPT polynomial by some variable change. In this sense, it is a
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generalization of the HOMFLYPT polynomial. If we add other type of relations, we
shall get other knot invariants. Here we list some interesting examples.

(1) If the two strands are from the same component, we useE+ − E− + d1VC+
d2VT = 0, otherwise,E+−E−+d′

1S+d′
2N= 0. The relations among the coefficients

ared1d′
1 = 0, d1d′

2 = 0, d2d′
2 = 0, d′

1d′
2 = 0, d1d1 = d2d2 =−d1d2.

(2) If the two strands are from same component, we useE++E−+c1E+d1VT = 0,
otherwise,E++E−+c′1E+d′

1S= 0. The relations among the coefficients are 1d1 =
1d′

1 = 1′d1 = d1d1 = d1d′
1 = d′

1d′
1 = 0, (2+d1)vn+ c1vn+1 = 0.

Those two new invariants are interesting because usually a knot polynomial does
not have theVCorVT terms, and the second one looks similar to an “oriented version
of 2-variable Kauffman polynomial”.

In fact, type one and two invariants produce many new knot polynomials, and it
is a little hard to list all those polynomials.

There are some applications of the new invariants. For example, the modified
type one invariant can distinguish mutants, which makes them more interesting. In
the end, we construct new invariants with infinitely many variables (with different
parameters), they are closely related to crossing number and other link invariants.

Our work was motivated by Jozef H. Przytycki and Pawel Traczyk’s paper [9],
and V. O. Manturov’s proofs in his book [8]. Our constructionand proof is a modifi-
cation and improvement of their work.

2 The type one invariant

As mentioned before, we propose the following new skein relations.
If the two arrows/arcs are from the same link component, then

E++bE−+ c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+d2VT = 0.

If the two arrows/arcs are from different components, then

E++b′E−+ c′1E+ c′2W+d′
1S+d′

2N = 0.

We call them thetype oneskein relations.

Remark 4If we add another variablea here and use the following skein relation

aE++bE−+ c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+d2VT = 0,

the invariant is a little different, and possibly becomes slightly stronger. However,
if we aska to have an inverse (we need only the right inverse), then we can delete
this variable by changing variables, and the construction and discussions later will be
much easier. Hence we do not use the variablea here in this paper.
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Remark 5There is a stronger invariant use the following skein relation:

aE+A+bE−B+ c1EC1+ c2WC2+ c3HCC3+ c4HTC4+d1VCD1+d2VTD2 = 0

HereA,B,C1, · · · are new variables. However, the formulation will be much compli-
cated. If one understand our paper, such a new construction can be similarly pro-
duced. So we do not discuss it.

Remark 6There is noSor N terms in the first equation, because if the two strands are
from same component, this orientation assignment will cause contradiction in orien-
tation. There are only four common terms between the two equations : E+,E−,E
andW. However, only the first threeE+,E−,E do not change the orientation of
other crossings in the diagram. If one add other terms, one has to distinguish the
same/different strand cases to avoid contradiction in orientation assignment.

If one wants to calculate the invariant of a diagramD, he can start at any crossing
point p. First, he shall determine which skein equation to use, he checks whether the
two arrows/arcs of the crossing are from the same link component or not. Then, he
rotates the diagram such that the crossing is eitherE+ or E−. Now he can smooth
the crossing in different ways to fit in the skein equation. For example, if p is a
negative crossing point, and the two arcs are from the same link component, then he
get: E− = −b−1{E++ c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT + d1VC+ d2VT}. Here we ask
b andb′ to have inverses. Hence if we have defined the value forE+,E, · · · , we get
the value forE−. This is similar to the usually calculation of Jones polynomial by
using skein relations. This also motivates us to define the invariant inductively. Such
a procedure that reduces the calculation to other terms in the equation will be referred
to asresolvingat p. We call−b−1{E++c1E+c2W+c3HC+c4HT+d1VC+d2VT}
a linear sum. We denote it byfp(D).

2.1 fpq = fqp

Given a link diagramD with crossingsp1, · · · pn. Pick two crossings, sayp,q. We
can use the skein relation to resolve the diagram at a crossing p. The output is a lin-
ear combination of many terms. Forgetting the coefficients,each term corresponds to
a link diagramD j . The diagrams correspond to different ways of smoothingp. We
denote the above byfp(D) = ∑αi f (D j ). EachD j also has a crossing point corre-
sponding to the crossingq. For each such diagramD j , we resolve it at the pointq.
We shall get a newfq(D j), a linear combination of many terms. Add the results
up, we get a linear combination of linear combinations. We denote the result by
fpq(D) = ∑αi fq(D j ). It is the result of completely resolving at two crossing points in
the orderp first, thenq. Similarly, we can get another resultfqp(D). Now, we require
that if we resolve any pairp,q, fpq(D) = fqp(D).

Remark 7The equationfpq(D) = fqp(D) is super important in this paper. Once this
condition is satisfied, one need just a few equations to get a link invariant. We shall
discuss this condition in full detail and consider several cases.
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Easy cases.D is a disjoint union of two planar link diagramsD1 andD2, p∈ D1, and
q∈ D2.

Remember that the skein relations is as follows.
If the two arrows are from the same component, then

E++bE−+ c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+d2VT = 0.
If the two arrows are from different components, then

E++b′E−+ c′1E+ c′2W+d′
1S+d′

2N = 0.
Hence when we apply the formula at a crossingp, there are two things to check,

1. the two arcs are from same/ different component, 2. the crossing is positive or
negative. We call the above information thecrossing patternof p.

In this case, when resolvep, we get diagramsD1, · · · ,Dk. In all theDi ’s, q has the
same crossing pattern. InD, q also has the same crossing pattern.

Example 1.If both p,qare positive crossings, but forp, the two arrows are from same
component, forq, the two arrows are not from same component. When we resolvep,
we get

−E+ = bE−+ c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+d2VT.
Since we are discussing two crossings here, we use(E,E+) to denote the crossing

p is E, the crossingq is E+. For each term when we resolve atq, we get for example:
−b(E−,E+)= bb′(E−,E−)+bc′1(E−,E)+bc′2(E−,W)+bd′1(E−,S)+bd′2(E−,N).
So we have the following equations.

(E+,E+) =−{b(E−,E+)+ c1(E,E+)+ c2(W,E+)+ c3(HC,E+)+ c4(HT,E+)+d1(VC,E+)+d2(VT,E+)}

−b(E−,E+) = bb′(E−,E−)+bc′1(E−,E)+bc′2(E−,W)+bd′1(E−,S)+bd′2(E−,N)
−c1(E,E+) = c1b′(E,E−)+ c1c′1(E,E)+ c1c′2(E,W)+ c1d′

1(E,S)+ c1d′
2(E,N)

−c2(W,E+) = c2b′(W,E−)+ c2c′1(W,E)+ c2c′2(W,W)+ c2d′
1(W,S)+ c2d′

2(W,N)
−c3(HC,E+) = c3b′(HC,E−)+ c3c′1(HC,E)+ c3c′2(HC,W)+ c3d′

1(HC,S)+ c3d′
2(HC,N)

−c4(HT,E+)= c4b′(HT,E−)+c4c′1(HT,E)+c4c′2(HT,W)+c4d′
1(HT,S)+c4d′

2(HT,N)
−d1(VC,E+) = d1b′(VC,E−)+d1c′1(VC,E)+d1c′2(VC,W)+d1d′

1(VC,S)+d1d′
2(VC,N)

−d2(VT,E+)= d2b′(VT,E−)+d2c′1(VT,E)+d2c′2(VT,W)+d2d′
1(VT,S)+d2d′

2(VT,N)

We can build a matrix for this result. We put the crossing typeof the first crossing
in the first column, the crossing type of the second crossing in the first row.

Table 1: Trivial case, resolvingp first.

1 \ 2 E− E W S N
E− bb′ b1′ b2′ bd′1 bd′2
E 1b′ 11′ 12′ 1d′

1 1d′
2

W 2b′ 21′ 22′ 2d′
1 2d′

2
HC 3b′ 31′ 32′ 3d′

1 3d′
2

HT 4b′ 41′ 42′ 4d′
1 4d′

2
VC d1b′ d11′ d12′ d1d′

1 d1d′
2

VT d2b′ d21′ d22′ d2d′
1 d2d′

2
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Remark 81. In this form/matrix, we use 1 to denotec1, similarly, 2′ to denotec′2.
Later on, when the form/matrix is too wide/big, this convention makes it easier to fit
anA4 page.
2. Here in the form, for example the second row corresponds toE−, the third row
corresponds toE, hence the entryb1′ corresponds to the coefficient of(E−,E), which
is bc′1.

Other other hand, if we resolve atq first, we shall get another matrix.

Table 2: Trivial case, resolvingq first.

1 \ 2 E− E W S N
E− b′b 1′b 2′b d′

1b d′
2b

E b′1 1′1 2′1 d′
11 d′

21
W b′2 1′2 2′2 d′

12 d′
22

HC b′3 1′3 2′3 d′
13 d′

23
HT b′4 1′4 2′4 d′

14 d′
24

VC b′d1 1′d1 2′d1 d′
1d1 d′

2d1

VT b′d2 1′d2 2′d2 d′
1d2 d′

2d2

Compare the results, the easiest way to make them equal is to ask the coefficients
equal each other. Therefor, we ask any element from the set{b,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2}
commutes with any element from the set{b′,c′1,c

′
2,d

′
1,d

′
2}.

Let b= b−1, ci = b−1ci for i = 1,2,3,4, di = b−1di for i = 1,2. b
′
= b′−1, c′i =

b′−1c′i for i = 1,2,3,4, d
′
i = b′−1d′

i for i = 1,2. For any pair of such symbolsx and
x, we call them theconjugatesof each other. This has an obvious benefit as follows.
In a skein relation, for exampleE++bE−+ c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+
d2VT = 0, we can getE+ =−{bE−+c1E+c2W+c3HC+c4HT +d1VC+d2VT}
andE− =−{bE++c1E+c2W+c3HC+c4HT +d1VC+d2VT}. This means if we
changeE+ to E− (or E− to E+), we can simply replace eachx to x. The symmetry
between them will greatly simplify our discussion later.

When we list all the subcases, we get the conclusion that any two elements from

{b,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,b
′,c′1,c

′
2,d

′
1,d

′
2}∪{b,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,b

′
,c′1,c

′
2,d

′
1,d

′
2}

are mutually commutative.
The ring here will be called the type one ring. Denote it asA1. The above is the

first set of relations it satisfies. We will denote it asRA1
1 . The subindex 1 means the

first set of relations. Later on, when we build other rings, the above notations make it
easier to understand the relation between the rings.

Convention: For convenience, in the second matrix, we exchange the order of the
elements of all the terms, for example,cd is changed todc. So for an entryxy, x
always comes from resolving the first crossing point,y always comes from resolving
the second crossing point.
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Now we are going to discuss the nontrivial cases. For simplicity, we usea,b to
denote the end of the first crossingp, andA,B to denote the end of the second crossing
q. Note that theb here is not theb in the skein relation. We also use them to denote
the oriented strands. For example,aAbmeans that the three arcsa,A,b are from same
link component, and their order isa→ A→ b along the link orientation.

The first crossingp

b

a

The second crossingq

B

A

Fig. 4: The label of two crossings.

We do not distinguish positive/negative crossing type here. There is a symmetry
of positive/negative crossing both in the skein relation and the diagrams. You may
regard the cases we list bellow all as positive crossings. Weshall tell how to deal with
the other cases later.

To get all the equationsfpq = fqp, we shall list all the possible cases that how
the two strands ofp is connected to the two strands ofq. Up to the positive/negative
crossing type symmetry, there are only few interesting cases. Another observation is
that we only need to discuss the cases that the four strands inthe diagram above are
not from 4 different components. If there are exactly two of them are from the same
component, then they are not in the same local diagram. For example, ifa andb are
from same link component, then resolvep would’t change the crossing pattern ofq,
and vise versa. Hence the only case is (up to over/under symmetry) aA. HereaAmean,
a,A are from same link component, whileb,B are all from different components. So
there are at least three components.

If a link component contains that least two of four endsa,b,A,B, we call it acom-
plicated component. So there is only one case when there is only one complicated
component and it contains one arcs from crossingsp and one arcs from crossingsq.

If there are two complicated components, then each component shall contain ex-
actly one arc from each crossing. There is only one interesting case: case 2,aA,bB.
The caseab,bB is not interesting, it does not give any interesting equations.

If there is only one complicated component, and it contains 3arcs from the two
crossings, it may has the patternabAor aAb. Up to symmetry, they are the same.

If there is only one complicated component and it contains 4 arcs from the two
crossings, there are only two cases up to symmetry:aAbBor aABb.

So, we will discuss the following five cases. 1.aA, 2. aA,bB, 3. abA, 4. aAbB, 5.
aABb.

Case 1, aAIf we resolve the 1st crossing pointp first, we shall get the followings.
(E+,E+) =−{(b′E−+ c′1E+d′

1S,E+)+ (c′2W+d′
2N,N−)}

−(b′E−,E+) = b′{(E−,b′E−+ c′1E+d′
1S)+ (N+,c′2W+d′

2N)}
−(c′1E,E+) = c′1{(E,b

′E−+ c′1E+d′
1S)+ (W,c′2W+d′

2N)}
−(d′

1S,E+) = d′
1{(S,b

′E−+ c′1E+d′
1S)+ (N,c′2W+d′

2N)}
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−(c′2W,N−) = c′2{(W,b
′
N++ c′1N+d

′
2W)+ (E,c′2S+d

′
1E)}

−(d′
2N,N−) = d′

2{(N,b
′
N++ c′1N+d

′
2W)+ (S,c′2S+d

′
1E)}

Table 3: Case aA, resolvingp first.

1 \ 2 E E− N+ N S W

E 2′d
′
1,1

′1′ 1′b′ 2′2
′
,1′d′

1
E− b′1′ b′b′ b′d′

1
N+ b′d′

2 b′2′

N d′
2b

′
d′

1d′
2,d

′
21

′
d′

12′,d′
2d

′
2

S d′
2d

′
1,d

′
11′ d′

1b′ d′
22

′
,d′

1d′
1

W 2′b
′

2′1
′
,1′d′

2 2′d
′
2,1

′2′

Otherwise, we shall get the followings.
(E+,E+) =−{(E+,b′E−+ c′1E+d′

1S)+ (N−,c′2W+d′
2N)}

−b′(E+,E−) = b′{(b′E−+ c′1E+d′
1S,E−)+ (c′2W+d′

2N,N+)}
−c′1(E+,E) = c′1{(b

′E−+ c′1E+d′
1S,E)+ (c′2W+d′

2N,W)}
−d′

1(E+,S) = d′
1{(b

′E−+ c′1E+d′
1S,S)+ (c′2W+d′

2N,N)}

−c′2(N−,W) = c′2{(b
′
N++ c′1N+d

′
2W,W)+ (c′2S+d

′
1E,E)}

−d′
2(N−,N) = d′

2{(b
′
N++ c′1N+d

′
2W,N)+ (c′2S+d

′
1E,S)}

Table 4: Case aA, resolvingq first.

1 \ 2 E E− N+ N S W

E d
′
12′,1′1′ 1′b′ d

′
1d′

2,1
′d′

1
E− b′1′ b′b′ b′d′

1

N+ b
′
d′

2 b
′
2′

N d′
2b′ d′

2d′
1,1

′
d′

2 1
′
2′,d′

21′

S 2
′
2,d′

11′ d′
1b′ 2

′
d′

2,d
′
1d′

1

W 2′b′ d
′
2d′

2,2
′d′

1 d
′
22′,2′1′

Remark 9Remember that in the second matrix we write the products in a new form.
For example,(N,N+) has coefficientb′d′

2, but we writed′
2b′ in the matrix. We ex-

change the order of every product in this matrix so that the first symbol, for example
thed′

2 here, is always from resolving the first crossing pointp.

The relations here are:c′2d
′
1 = d

′
1c′2, c′2c2

′ = d
′
1d′

2, b′d′
2 = b

′
d′

2, b′c′2 = b
′
c′2, d′

2b
′
=

d′
2b′, d′

1d′
2+d′

2c1
′ = d′

2d′
1+ c1

′d′
2, d′

1c′2+d′
2d

′
2 = c1

′c′2+d′
2c

′
1, d′

2d
′
1 = c2

′c2, d′
2c2

′ =

c2
′d′

2, c′2b
′
= c′2b′, c′2c1

′+ c′1d′
2 = d

′
2d′

2+ c′2d′
1, c′2d

′
2+ c′1c′2 = d

′
2c′2+ c′2c′1.

Case 2, aA, bBResolvingp first, we shall get the following equations.
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(E+,E+) =−{(b′E−+ c′1E,E+)+ (c′2W,W+)+ (d′
2N,N−)+ (d′

1S,S−)}
−(b′E−,E+) = b′{(E−,b′E−+ c′1E)+ (W−,c′2W)+ (N+,d′

2N)+ (S+,d′
1S)}

−(c′1E,E+) = c′1{(E,bE−+ c1E)+ (W,c2W)+ (HT,c3HC)+ (HC,c4HT)+ (HC,d1VC)+ (HT,d2VT)}

−(c′2W,W+) = c′2{(W,bW−+ c1W)+ (E,c2E)+ (HT,c3HC)+ (HC,c4HT)+ (HC,d1VC)+ (HT,d2VT)}

−(d′
2N,N−) = d′

2{(N,bN++ c1N)+ (S,c2S)+ (VT,c3VC)+ (VC,c4VT)+ (VC,d1HC)+ (VT,d2HT)}

−(d′
1S,S−) = d′

1{(S,bS++ c1S)+ (N,c2N)+ (VT,c3VC)+ (VC,c4VT)+ (VC,d1HC)+ (VT,d2HT)}

Table 5: Case aA, bB, resolvingp first.

1 \ 2 E E− W W− N N+ S S+ HC HT VC VT
E 2′2,1′1 1′b
E− b′1′ b′b′

W 2′1,1′2 2′b
W− b′2′

N d′
12,d′

21 d′
2b

N+ b′d′
2

S d′
11,d′

22 d′
1b

S+ b′d′
1

HC 1′4,2′4 1′d1,2′d1

HT 2′3,1′3 2′d2,1′d2

VC d′
2d1,d′

1d1 d′
24,d′

14
VT d′

2d2,d′
1d2 d′

13,d′
23

Resolvingq first, we shall get the following equations.
(E+,E+) =−{(E+,b′E−+ c′1E)+ (W+,c′2W)+ (N−,d′

2N)+ (S−,d′
1S)}

−b′(E+,E−) = b′{(b′E−+ c′1E,E−)+ (c′2W,W−)+ (d′
2N,N+)+ (d′

1S,S)}
−c′1(E+,E) = c′1{(bE−+ c1E,E)+ (c2W,W)+ (c3HC,HT)+ (c4HT,HC)+ (d1VC,HC)+ (d2VT,HT)}

−c′2(W+,W) = c′2{(bW−+ c1W,W)+ (c2E,E)+ (c3HC,HT)+ (c4HT,HC)+ (d1VC,HC)+ (d2VT,HT)}

−d′
2(N−,N) = d′

2{(bN++ c1N,N)+ (c2S,S)+ (c3VC,VT)+ (c4VT,VC)+ (d1HC,VC)+ (d2HT,VT)}

−d′
1(S−,S) = d′

1{(bS++ c1S,S)+ (c2N,N)+ (c3VC,VT)+ (c4VT,VC)+ (d1HC,VC)+ (d2HT,VT)}

Table 6: Case aA, bB, resolvingq first.

1 \ 2 E E− W W− N N+ S S+ HC HT VC VT
E 22′,11′ 1′b′

E− b1′ b′b′

W 12′,21′ 2′b′

W− b2′

N 2d′
1,1d′

2 d′
2b′

N+ bd′2
S 1d′

1,2d′
2 d′

1b′

S+ bd′1
HC 31′,32′ d

′
1d′

2,d
′
1d′

1

HT 41′,42′ d
′
2d′

2,d
′
2d′

1
VC d11′,d12′ 3d′

1,3d′
2

VT d21′,d22′ 4d′
1,4d′

2

The relations here are:b′c′1 = bc′1, c′2c1 + c′1c2 = c1c′2 + c2c′1, b′c′2 = bc′2, d′
1c2 +

d′
2c1 = c2d′

1+ c1d′
2, d′

2b= d′
2b′, b′d′

2 = bd′2, d′
1c1+d′

2c2 = c1d′
1+ c2d′

2, d′
1b= d′

1b′,
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b′d′
1= bd′1, c′1c4+c′2c4 = c3c′1+c3c′2,c′1d1+c′2d1 =d

′
1d′

2+d
′
1d′

1, c′2c3+c′1c3 = c4c′1+

c4c′2, c′2d2+ c′1d2 = d
′
2d′

2+d
′
2d′

1, d′
2d1+d′

1d1 = d1c′1+d1c′2, d′
2c4 +d′

1c4 = c3d′
1+

c3d′
2, d′

2d2+d′
1d2 = d2c′1+d2c′2, d′

1c3+d′
2c3 = c4d′

1+ c4d′
2.

Case 3, abAResolvingp first, we shall get the following equations.
(E+,E+) =−{(bE−+ c1E+ c3HC+d2VT,E+)+ (c2W+ c4HT +d1VC,N−)}

−(bE−,E+) = b{(E−,b′E−+ c′1E+d′
1S)+ (W−,c′2W+d′

2N)}
−(c1E,E+) = c1{(E,b′E−+ c′1E+d′

1S)+ (HT,c′2W+d′
2N)}

−(c3HC,E+) = c3{(HC,b′E−+ c′1E+d′
1S)+ (W,c′2W+d′

2N)}
−(d2VT,E+) = d2{(VT,b′E−+ c′1E+d′

1S)+ (VC,c′2W+d′
2N)}

−(c2W,N−) = c2{(W,b
′
N++ c′1N+d

′
2W)+ (HC,c′2S+d

′
1E)}

−(c4HT,N−) = c4{(HT,b
′
N++ c′1N+d

′
2W)+ (E,c′2S+d

′
1E)}

−(d1VC,N−) = d1{(VC,b
′
N++ c′1N+d

′
2W)+ (VT,c′2S+d

′
1E)}

Table 7: Case abA, resolvingp first.

1 \ 2 E E− W N N+ S

E 4d
′
1,11′ 1b′ 42

′
,1d′

1
E− b1′ bb′ bd′1
W 2d

′
2,32′ 21

′
,3d′

2 2b
′

W− b2′ bd′2
HC 2d

′
1,31′ 3b′ 22

′
,3d′

1

HT 4d
′
2,12′ 41

′
,1d′

2 4b
′

VC d1d
′
2,d22′ d11

′
,d2d′

2 d1b
′

VT d1d
′
1,d21′ d2b′ d12

′
,d2d′

1

Resolvingq first, we shall get the following equations.
(E+,E+) =−{(E+,b′E−+ c′1E+d′

1S)+ (W+,c′2W+d′
2N)}

−(E+,b′E−) = b′{(bE−+ c1E+ c3HC+d2VT,E−)+ (c2W+ c4HT +d1VC,N+)}
−(E+,c′1E) = c′1{(bE−+ c1E+ c3HC+d2VT,E)+ (c2W+ c4HT +d1VC,W)}
−(E+,d′

1S) = d′
1{(bE−+ c1E+ c3HC+d2VT,S)+ (c2W+ c4HT +d1VC,N)}

−(W+,c′2W) = c′2{(bW−+ c1W+ c4HT +d1VC,W)+ (c2E+ c3HC+d2VT,E)}
−(W+,d′

2N) = d′
2{(bW−+ c1W+ c4HT +d1VC,N)+ (c2E+ c3HC+d2VT,S)}

The relations here are:c4d
′
1 = c2c′2, c4c2

′ = c2d′
2, c2d

′
2+ c3c′2 = c1c′2+ c2c′1, c2c1

′+

c3d′
2 = c1d′

2+c2d′
1, c2b

′
= c2b′, c2d

′
1 = c3c′2, c2c2

′ = c3d′
2, c4d

′
2+c1c′2 = c4c′2+c4c′1,

c4c1
′ + c1d′

2 = c4d′
2+ c4d′

1, c4b
′
= c4b′, d1d

′
2+d2c′2 = d1c′2+d1c′1, d1c1

′ +d2d′
2 =

d1d′
2+d1d′

2, d1b
′
= d1b′, d1d

′
1 = d2c′2, d1c2

′ = d2d′
2.

Case 4, aAbBResolvingp first, we shall get the following equations.
(E+,E+) =−{(bE−+ c1E,E+)+ (c2W,W+)+ (c4HT,S−)+ (c3HC,N−)+ (d2VT,N−)+ (d1VC,S−)}

−(bE−,E+) = b{(E−,bE−+ c1E)+ (W−,c2W)+ (S+,c3HC)+ (N+,c4HT)+ (S+,d2VT)+ (N+,d1VC)}
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Table 8: Case abA, resolvingq first.

1 \ 2 E E− W N N+ S
E 22′,11′ 1b′ 2d′

2,1d′
1

E− b1′ bb′ bd′1
W 12′,21′ 1d′

2,2d′
1 2b′

W− b2′ bd′2
HC 32′,31′ 3b′ 3d′

2,3d′
1

HT 42′,41′ 4d′
2,4d′

1 4b′

VC d12′,d11′ d1d′
2,d1d′

2 d1b′

VT d22′,d21′ d2b′ d2d′
2,d2d′

1

−(c1E,E+) = c1{(E,b′E−+ c′1E)+ (W,c′2W)+ (HC,d′
2N)+ (HT,d′

1S)}
−(c2W,W+) = c2{W,b′W−+ c′1W)+ (E,c′2E)+ (HC,d′

2N)+ (HT,d′
1S)}

−(c4HT,S−) = c4{(HT,b
′
S++ c′1S)+ (HC,c′2N)+ (E,d

′
2E)+ (W,d

′
1W)}

−(c3HC,N−) = c3{(HC,b
′
N++ c′1N)+ (HT,c′2S)+ (E,d

′
1E)+ (W,d

′
2W)}

−(d2VT,N−) = d2{(VT,bN++ c1N)+ (VC,c2S)+ (N,c3VC)+ (S,c4VT)+ (S,d1HC)+ (N,d2HT)}

−(d1VC,S−) = d1{(VC,bS++ c1S)+ (VT,c2N)+ (N,c3VC)+ (S,c4VT)+ (S,d1HC)+ (N,d2HT)}

Table 9: Case aAbB, resolvingp first.

1 \ 2 E E− W W− S S+ N N+ HC HT VC VT

E 4d
′
2,3d

′
1

22′,11′ 1b′

E− b1 bb

W 4d
′
1,3d

′
2

21′,12′ 2b′

W− b2
S d2d1,d1d1 d14,d24
S+ b3 bd2

N d2d2,d1d2 d13,d23
N+ b4 bd1

HC 31′ ,42′

2d′2,1d′2
3b

′

HT 41
′
,32

′

2d′1,1d′1
4b

′

VC d11,d22 d1b
VT d21,d12 d2b

Resolvingq first, we shall get the following equations.

(E+,E+) =−{(E+,bE−+ c1E)+ (W+,c2W)+ (S−,c3HC)+ (N−,c4HT)+ (S−,d2VT)+ (N−,d1VC)}

−(E+,bE−) = b{(bE−+ c1E,E−)+ (c2W,W−)+ (c4HT,S+)+ (c3HC,N+)+ (d2VT,N+)+ (d1VC,S+)}

−(E+,c1E) = c1{(b′E−+ c′1E,E)+ (c′2W,W)+ (d′
2N,HT)+ (d′

1S,HC)}
−(W+,c2W) = c2{(b′W−+ c′1W,W)+ (c′2E,E)+ (d′

1N,HT)+ (d′
2S,HC)}

−(S−,c3HC) = c3{(b
′
S++ c′1S,HC)+ (c′2N,HT)+ (d

′
2E,E)+ (d

′
1W,W)}

−(N−,c4HT) = c4{(b
′
N++ c′1N,HT)+ (c′2S,HC)+ (d

′
1E,E)+ (d

′
2W,W)}

−(S−,d2VT) = d2{(bS++ c1S,VT)+ (c2N,VC)+ (c4VT,N)+ (c3VC,S)+ (d1HC,N)+ (d2HT,S)}

−(N−,d1VC) = d1{(bN++ c1N,VC)+ (c2S,VT)+ (c4VT,N)+ (c3VC,S)+ (d1HC,N)+ (d2HT,S)}
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Table 10: Case aAbB, resolvingq first.

1 \ 2 E E− W W− S S+ N N+ HC HT VC VT

E d
′
23,d

′
14

2′2,1′1 1b

E− b′1 bb

W d
′
13,d

′
24

2′1,1′2 2b

W− b′2

S 1′3,2′4
d′22,d′11 1d2,2d1

S+ b
′
3 bd2

N 1
′
4,2

′
3

d′12,d′21 1d1,2d2

N+ b
′
4 bd1

HC d1d2,d1d1 3b
HT d2d2,d2d1 3b
VC 3d1,3d2 d1b
VT 4d1,4d2 d2b

The relations here are:c4d
′
2+c3d

′
1+c2c′2+c1c′1 = d

′
2c3+d

′
1c4+c′2c2+c′1c1, c1b′ =

c1b, bc1 = b′c1, c4d
′
1+ c3d

′
2+ c2c′1+ c1c′2 = d

′
1c3+d

′
2c4+ c′2c1+ c′1c2, c2b′ = c2b,

bc2 = b′c2, d2d1+d1d1 = 1
′
3+2

′
4+d′

22+d′
11, d14+d24= 1d2+2d1, bc3 = b

′
c3,

cbd2 = bd2, d2d2+d1d2 = 1
′
c4+2

′
c3+d′

1c2+d′
2c1, d1c3+d2c3 = c1d1+c2d2, bc4 =

b
′
c4, bd1 = bd1, c31

′
+ c42

′
+ c2d′

2+ c1d′
2 = d1d2+d1d1, c4b

′
= c3b, d1c1+d2c2 =

c3d1+ c3d2, d1b= d1b, d2c1+d1c2 = c4d1+ c4d2, d2b= d2b.

Case 5, aABbResolvingp first, we shall get the following equations.

(E+,E+) =−{(bE−+ c1E+ c4HT +d1VC,E+)+ (c2W+ c3HC+d2VT,W+)}
−(bE−,E+) = b{(E−,bE−+ c1E+ c3HC+d2VT)+ (W−,c2W+ c4HT +d1VC)}
−(c1E,E+) = c1{(E,bE−+ c1E+ c3HC+d2VT)+ (HC,c2W+ c4HT +d1VC)}
−(c4HT,E+) = c4{(HT,bE−+ c1E+ c3HC+d2VT)+ (W,c2W+ c4HT +d1VC)}
−(d1VC,E+) = d1{(VC,bE−+c1E+c3HC+d2VT)+(VT,c2W+c4HT+d1VC)}
−(c2W,W+) = c2{(W,bW−+ c1W+ c4HT +d1VC)+ (HT,c2E+ c3HC+d2VT)}
−(c3HC,W+) = c3{(HC,bW−+ c1W+ c4HT +d1VC)+ (E,c2E+ c3HC+d2VT)}
−(d2VT,W+) = d2{(VT,bW−+c1W+c4HT+d1VC)+(VC,c2E+c3HC+d2VT)}

Table 11: Case aABb, resolvingp first.

1 \ 2 E− E W− W HC HT VC VT
E− bb b1 b3 bd2

E 1b 32,11 33,13 3d2,1d2

W− b2 b4 bd1

W 2b 21,42 24,43 2d1,4d1

HC 3b 31,12 34,14 3d1,1d1

HT 4b 22,41 23,43 2d2,4d2

VC d1b d11,d22 d13,d23 d1d2,d2d2

VT d2b d21,d12 d14,d24 d1d1,d2d1
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Resolvingq first, we shall get the following equations.
(E+,E+) =−{(E+,bE−+ c1E+ c3HC+d2VT)+ (W+,c2W+ c4HT +d1VC)}

−(E+,bE−) = b{(bE−+ c1E+ c4HT +d1VC,E−)+ (c2W+ c3HC+d2VT,W−)}
−(E+,c1E) = c1{(bE−+ c1E+ c4HT +d1VC,E)+ (c2W+ c3HC+d2VT,HT)}
−(E+,c3HC) = c3{(bE−+ c1E+ c4HT +d1VC,HC)+ (c2W+ c3HC+d2VT,W)}
−(E+,d2VT) = d2{(bE−+c1E+c4HT+d1VC,VT)+(c2W+c3HC+d2VT,VC)}
−(W+,c2W) = c2{(bW−+ c1W+ c3HC+d2VT,W)+ (c2E+ c4HT +d1VC,HC)}
−(W+,c4HT) = c4{(bW−+c1W+c3HC+d2VT,HT)+(c2E+c4HT +d1VC,E)}
−(W+,d1VC)= d1{(bW−+c1W+c3HC+d2VT,VC)+(c2E+c4HT+d1VC,VT)}.

Table 12: Case aABb, resolvingq first.

1 \ 2 E− E W− W HC HT VC VT
E− bb b1 b3 bd2

E 1b 42,11 22,13 2d1,1d2

W− b2 b3 bd1

W 2b 12,23 13,21 1d1,2d2

HC 3b 32,33 33,31 3d1,4d2

HT 4b 43,41 42,43 4d2,4d1

VC d1b d13,d11 d12,d13 d1d1,d1d2

VT d2b d22,d23 d23,d21 d2d1,d2d2

The relations here are:c3c2 = c4c2, c3c3 = c2c2, c3d2 = c2d1, bc3 = bc4, c2c1 +
c4c2 = c1c2 + c2c3, c2c4 + c4c3 = c1c3 + c2c1, c2d1 + c4d1 = c1d1 + c2d2, c3c1 +
c1c2 = c3c2+c3c3, c3c4+c1c4 = c3c4+c3c1, c1d1 = c4d2, c4c3 = c2c2, c2c3 = c4c2,
c2d2 = c4d1, d2c2 = d1c3, d2c3 = d1c2, d2d2 = d1d1, d2c1 + d1c2 = d2c2 + d2c3,
d1c4+d2c4 = d2c3+d2c1.

In short, here are all the relations if the two crossings are all positive.
Case 1:c′2d

′
1 = d

′
1c′2, c′2c2

′ = d
′
1d′

2, b′d′
2 = b

′
d′

2, b′c′2 = b
′
c′2, d′

2b
′
= d′

2b′, d′
1d′

2 +

d′
2c1

′ = d′
2d′

1+c1
′d′

2, d′
1c′2+d′

2d
′
2 = c1

′c′2+d′
2c′1, d′

2d
′
1 = c2

′c2, d′
2c2

′ = c2
′d′

2, c′2b
′
=

c′2b′, c′2c1
′+ c′1d′

2 = d
′
2d′

2+ c′2d′
1, c′2d

′
2+ c′1c

′
2 = d

′
2c′2+ c′2c′1.

Case 2:b′c′1 = bc′1, c′2c1 + c′1c2 = c1c′2 + c2c′1, b′c′2 = bc′2, d′
1c2 + d′

2c1 = c2d′
1 +

c1d′
2, d′

2b = d′
2b′, b′d′

2 = bd′2, d′
1c1 + d′

2c2 = c1d′
1 + c2d′

2, d′
1b = d′

1b′, b′d′
1 = bd′1,

c′1c4 + c′2c4 = c3c′1 + c3c′2,c′1d1 + c′2d1 = d
′
1d′

2 + d
′
1d′

1, c′2c3 + c′1c3 = c4c′1 + c4c′2,

c′2d2+ c′1d2 = d
′
2d′

2+ d
′
2d′

1, d′
2d1+ d′

1d1 = d1c′1 + d1c′2, d′
2c4 + d′

1c4 = c3d′
1+ c3d′

2,
d′

2d2+d′
1d2 = d2c′1+d2c′2, d′

1c3+d′
2c3 = c4d′

1+ c4d′
2.

Case 3:c4d
′
1 = c2c′2, c4c2

′ = c2d′
2, c2d

′
2+ c3c′2 = c1c′2+ c2c′1, c2c1

′+ c3d′
2 = c1d′

2+

c2d′
1, c2b

′
= c2b′, c2d

′
1 = c3c′2, c2c2

′ = c3d′
2, c4d

′
2+c1c′2 = c4c′2+c4c′1, c4c1

′+c1d′
2 =

c4d′
2 + c4d′

1, c4b
′
= c4b′, d1d

′
2 + d2c′2 = d1c′2 + d1c′1, d1c1

′ + d2d′
2 = d1d′

2 + d1d′
2,

d1b
′
= d1b′, d1d

′
1 = d2c′2, d1c2

′ = d2d′
2.

Case 4:c4d
′
2 + c3d

′
1 + c2c′2 + c1c′1 = d

′
2c3 + d

′
1c4 + c′2c2 + c′1c1, c1b′ = c1b, bc1 =

b′c1, c4d
′
1+ c3d

′
2+ c2c′1+ c1c′2 = d

′
1c3+d

′
2c4+ c′2c1+ c′1c2, c2b′ = c2b, bc2 = b′c2,
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d2d1+d1d1 = 1
′
3+2

′
4+d′

22+d′
11, d14+d24= 1d2+2d1, bc3 = b

′
c3, cbd2 = bd2,

d2d2+d1d2 = 1
′
c4+2

′
c3+d′

1c2+d′
2c1, d1c3+d2c3 = c1d1+c2d2, bc4 = b

′
c4, bd1 =

bd1, c31
′
+c42

′
+c2d′

2+c1d′
2 = d1d2+d1d1, c4b

′
= c3b, d1c1+d2c2 = c3d1+c3d2,

d1b= d1b, d2c1+d1c2 = c4d1+ c4d2, d2b= d2b.
Case 5:c3c2 = c4c2, c3c3 = c2c2, c3d2 = c2d1, bc3 = bc4, c2c1+c4c2 = c1c2+c2c3,
c2c4 + c4c3 = c1c3 + c2c1, c2d1 + c4d1 = c1d1 + c2d2, c3c1 + c1c2 = c3c2 + c3c3,
c3c4+c1c4 = c3c4+c3c1, c1d1 = c4d2, c4c3 = c2c2, c2c3 = c4c2, c2d2 = c4d1, d2c2 =
d1c3, d2c3 = d1c2, d2d2 = d1d1, d2c1+d1c2 = d2c2+d2c3, d1c4+d2c4 = d2c3+d2c1.

Remark 10We list here the nontrivial relations when the two crossingsare all pos-
itive. How to handle the negative crossings? Well, this is very simple. For example,
when the first crossing is changed to negative, we change the corresponding coeffi-
cientx to x. Then in the matrices we get, we change each entry. For example, xy is
changed toxy. If the second crossing is changed to negative, we change thesecond
symbol. For example,d2b= d2c1 is changed tod2b= d2c1. If both the crossings are
negative, we change both the symbols. In this sense, we say the relation is closed
under conjugation. This means whenever we have a relationxy= zw, we then always
havexy = zw,xy= zw,xy= zw. The collection of all nontrivial relations above and
their conjugates will be denoted byRA1

2 .

2.2 The construction and proofs for the type one invariant

To define the invariant on any oriented link diagramD, we shall first assume/add
some additional data.

(1) Suppose each link component has anorientation. This is already given.
(2) Order the link components by integers: 1,2,· · · , m.
(3) On each componentki , pick abase pointpi .
An oriented link diagram with ordering of link components and bas points is

called amarked diagram. Now, we go through componentk1 from p1 along its
orientation. When we finishk1, we shall pass tok2 starting fromp2, · · · .

Definition 1 A crossing point is calledbad if it is first passed over, otherwise, it is
calledgood. A link diagram contains only good crossings is called a monotone or
ascending diagram.

Given a monotone diagram, each link componentki can be regarded as a mapki :
S1→R2×R, and theS1 can be divided into two arcsα∪β , such that, (1) the mapβ →
R2×R→R2 is an immersion, (2) different points inβ has differentRcoordinates (the
third coordinate inR2×R=R3), henceβ →R2×R→R is monotonously increasing,
(3) the image ofα is vertical, i.e. its projection onR2 is one single point, (4) any point
in ki has smallerRcoordinate than the points inki+1. The set of maps{ki} is called a
geometric realizationof a monotone diagram.

Lemma 1 A monotone diagram corresponds to a trivial link.
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We do not use this lemma in this paper. It will help the readersto understand why we
define the value for monotone diagram to bevn. The proof is easy. We leave it as an
exercise.

Now we are going to construct a new link invariant for oriented link diagrams. We
shall prove it is an invariant at two levels, first, at diagramlevel, second, at link invari-
ant level. In this paper, a link diagram invariant mean this invariant is well-defined for
a fixed diagram, no matter which crossing point you resolve first, but it may change
under Reidemeister moves. A link invariant means a link diagram invariant which is
also invariant under Reidemeister moves. We shall use the following proposition. The
statement (1) in this proposition and its corollary 2.15 tells us that this is an invariant
at diagram level. The whole proposition tells us that this isa link invariant.

For a given marked link diagram, we can define an ordered pair(c,d) of integers,
called its index. Herec is the crossing number of the diagram, andd is the number
of bad points of the diagram.(c,d) < (c′,d′) if c < c′, or c = c′ and d < d′. Let
S(c,d) denote the set of all marked link diagrams with indices≤ (c,d). Note that
S(c,0) contains exactly the monotone diagrams withn crossing points. To prove the
proposition, let’s first study the skein relations. Takef (E+) + b f(E−) + c1 f (E) +
c2 f (W)+ c3 f (HC) + c4 f (HT)+ d1 f (VC) + d2 f (VT) = 0 for example, each term
has a link diagram corresponding to it. If the diagramE+ is marked, then the link
diagramE− is canonically marked using the same orientation, order, base points as
E+. The other diagrams are canonically orientated only. Suppose the marked link
diagramE+ has index(c,d), thenE− has index(c,d+1) or (c,d−1), and all other
diagrams has crossing numberc− 1. As we will show later, the invariant actually
does not depend on the order and base points of the link diagram, this tells us that
we can construct the invariant and prove its properties use induction on the index pair
(c,d). For example, ifE− has index(c,d+ 1), and the invariant is already defined
for any diagram with index≤ (c,d), then f (E+) is canonically defined, and all other
diagrams in the equation is oriented and with one fewer crossing, hence the values
are also uniquely defined. Then the skein relation definesf (E−) uniquely. We shall
use this as the definition off (E−). At the same time, we say that if we resolve at this
bad point ofE−, the skein relation is satisfied.

Proposition 21 There is an invariant defined on marked link diagrams, satisfies the
following properties.
(0) The value for any marked link diagram is uniquely defined.
(1) Resolving at any bad point, the invariant satisfies the type one skein relations.
(2) It is invariant under base point changes.
(3) It is invariant under Reidemeister moves.
(4) It is invariant under changing order of components.

Remark 11We shall prove it inductively and use the following notations.
Dc,d means that the value for any marked link diagram inS(c,d) is uniquely defined.
S fc,d means that for any given marked diagramE+ (or E−) in S(c,d), if E− (or E+)
has lower index, then the skein relations is satisfied when resolving at the first bad
point.
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Sbc,d means that for any given marked diagramE+ (or E−) with ≤ c crossings, then
the skein relations is satisfied when resolving at any bad point.
Sc means that for any given marked diagram with≤ c crossings, then the skein rela-
tions is satisfied when resolving at any crossing point.
Bc,d means that the value is invariant under base point changes for any two marked
link diagrams inS(c,d).
Ri

c,d, i = 1,2,3, means that for any two marked diagramsD,D′ in S(c,d) which are
connected by a Reidemeister-i move, f (D) = f (D′). Here, two marked diagrams
D,D′ in S(c,d) are connected by a Reidemeister-i move means that (1) both of the di-
agrams are inS(c,d), and (2) one ofD,D′ is changed to the other by a Reidemeister-i
move.
Oc,d means that the value is invariant under changing order of components for any
two marked link diagrams inS(c,d).
Allc means that the value is invariant under changing of base points, order of compo-
nents and Reidemeister moves for any oriented link diagramswith at mostc cross-
ings.
Dc means that the value for any marked link diagram with≤ c crossings is uniquely
defined.
Similarly, we haveRi

c,Bc, Oc, and etc.

Proof The construction and proofs are all using induction on the index pair(c,d),
wherec is the crossing number of the diagram, andd is the number of bad points of
the diagram. It is obvious that 0≤ d ≤ c.

The initial Step. For a diagram of index(c,0), namely a monotone diagram withc
crossing points, define its value to bevn, wherenmean that the link hasncomponents.
Then the statement (0)-(4) is satisfied for diagrams inS(c,0). This means that, for
example, ifD,D′ ∈ S(c,0) and the difference between them is a base point change,
then f (D) = f (D′). Hence we haveAll0.

The inductive Step.Now suppose the statement (0)-(4) is proved for link diagrams
with indices strictly less than(c,d), in particular, we haveAllc−1. This mean for any
marked oriented link diagram with crossings< c, the value of the invariant is uniquely
defined, independent of choice of base points and ordering oflink components. Hence
we can choose base points and ordering of link components arbitrarily for it to define
the invariant.

Proof of the statement (0): {Allc−1,Dc,d−1}⇒ Dc,d ⇒ S fc,d.
If the diagramD has bad points, say its index is(c,d), whered > 0, we resolve

the diagram at the first bad pointp. Then, in the corresponding skein equation, all the
other terms are of smaller indices than(c,d).

For those diagrams with smaller crossing number, their orientations are given by
the skein relation, we need to arbitrarily choose base points and ordering of link com-
ponents. Then the invariant is uniquely defined, and by induction hypothesisAllc−1,
the definition is independent of choice of base points and ordering of link compo-
nents. Hence their values are uniquely defined. There is one term corresponds to
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crossing change, and it has a canonical orientation, base point set and ordering of
link components (same asD). It also has one less bad points, hence it is already de-
fined by induction (Dc,d−1). So all the terms exceptD in the skein equation have been
uniquely defined. Now we askb,b′ both have left inverses. Hence the skein relation
uniquely determines the value forD. We take this as the definition of invariant forD.
Hence we haveS fc,d. We shall prove later that if we resolve at other crossing point
we shall get the same result.

Remark 12We can similarly define the invariant for marked diagrams onS2. Given
a marked link diagramD on R2, we can also regard it as a marked diagram onS2.
However, for marked link diagramD on S2, we can have many marked diagram on
R2, depending on where we pick the∞ point. All those marked diagrams onR2 have
the same value of invariant by the definition above. As a consequence, when we later
prove the Reidemeister moves invariance, we can actually allow more ”generalized
Reidemeister moves”. For example, if an outermost monogon contains the∞ point,
we can use the Reidemeister move I to reduce it.

Proof of the statement (1): {Allc−1,Dc}⇒ Sbc,d.
For a link diagramD, if D has one bad point, then by definition, it satisfies the

statement (1). IfD has at least 2 bad points, and one resolve at a bad pointq. If q
is the first bad point, then by definition, the equation is satisfied. If not, denote the
first bad point byp, and denote the value ofD by f (D). If we resolve atp, we get
many diagramsD1,D2, · · · and a linear sumfp(D) = ∑αi f (Di) for someαi . Then by
definition f (D) = fp(D).

We resolve eachDi at q, then we get the linear sumfq(Di). Each diagramDi has
strictly lower indices than(c,b). If Di has crossing numberc−1, then skein equation
is proved for resolving at any point. IfDi has crossing numberc, then it hasb− 1
bad points, andq is also a bad point ofDi . In both cases, by induction hypothesis,
f (Di) = fq(Di). Hencef (D) = fp(D) = ∑αi fq(Di).

On the other hand, we can resolveD at q first, we get many diagramsD′
1,D

′
2, · · · ,

each has strictly lower indices than(c,b). Hence the statements (0)-(4) are satisfied.
We get a linear sumfq(D) = ∑βi f (D′

i). We resolve eachD′
i at p, then we get the

linear sum fp(D′
i). By the argument before and our induction hypothesis,f (D′

i) =
fp(D′

i). Hencefq(D) = ∑βi fp(D′
i). On the other hand, the ring is designed such that

∑βi fp(D′
i) = ∑αi fq(Di)! (This is the equationfpq = fqp.)

f (D)

de f inition1st bad point

fp(D) = ∑αi f (Di)

induction hypothesis

fq(D) = ∑βi f (D′
i)

induction hypothesis

∑αi fq(Di)
fpq= fqp

∑βi fp(D′
i)

Therefor, f (D) = fp(D) = ∑αi fq(Di) = ∑βi fp(D′
i) = fq(D). That is, if we re-

solve atq, the skein equation is satisfied.
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Corollary 22 If one resolve at any point (not necessarily bad), the skein equation is
satisfied.{Allc−1,Dc}⇒ Sc.

Proof If q is a good point ofD, we make a crossing change atq get a new diagram
D′, thenq is bad point ofD′. The above proves that if we resolveD′ at q the skein
equation is satisfied. But this the same equation ofD resolving atq.

This means that one can resolve at any crossing point to calculate the invariant, not
necessarily the first bad point.
Proof of the statement (2) and (3):
This the hardest part and key of the whole proof.

Lemma 23 {Allc−1,Dc,Sc}⇒ good R1
c and good R2c.

Here, goodR1
c means that for any two marked diagramsD,D′ with ≤ c crossings,

if they are connected by a Reidemeister one move, and the crossing pointp in the
Reidemeister one move is a good point, thenf (D) = f (D′). Similarly, we can define
the goodR2

c.

Proof The two diagramsD,D′ have the same number of bad points, one to one cor-
responds to each other. If there exists a bad pointq in both D,D′, we use the the
skein relation, i.e.Sc, to resolve the bad point, then we have a pair of diagramsD,D

′

corresponds to crossing change, and other with lower crossing number. The diagrams
with lower crossing number are equal to each other in pairs byinduction on crossing
number, since we can change the base point so thatp is still a good point. Hence
f (D) = f (D′) if and only if f (D) = f (D

′
). SinceD,D

′
have fewer bad points than

D,D′, this reduces to the case whereD,D′ have no bad points at all. In this case,
we have two monotone diagrams, hence by definitionf (D) = f (D′) = vn, wheren
denotes the number of link components ofD.
Similarly, we can prove the goodR2

c.

Remark 13In this proof, removing bad points usingSc and them reduce by induction
is a key technique for proving our results. We shall simply refer to it as ”remove the
other bad points”.

{Allc−1,Dc,Sc}⇒ R3
c.

Proof Given two diagramsD andD′, which differs by a Reidemeister move III. Like
above, we can assume all other points are good. In the two local diagrams containing
the Reidemeister move III, there is a one to one correspondence between the three
arcs appearing in the two local diagrams. We can order the three arcs by 1,2,3,(1′,2,3′

in D′) such that arc 1 (1′) is above arc 2 (2′), and arc 2 (2′) is above arc 3 (3′). The
one to one correspondence preserves the ordering. Their intersections induce a one
to one correspondence between the three pair points in the two diagrams. Call them
p, p′, q,q′, r, r ′. If arc i intersects arcj atx, then arci′ intersects arcj ′ at x′.

Supposep is the intersection of arc 1 and arc 2 (or arc 2 and arc 3), then we
can resolve bothp and p′. Then we get many new link diagrams. There is a canon-
ical one to one correspondence between those diagram, so we can denote them by
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D1,D2, · · · ,D′
1,D

′
2, · · · . HereD1,D′

1 correspond to crossing change forD andD′, and
all other diagrams are of smaller crossing numbers. For those diagrams, we have
f (Di) = f (D′

i), i ≥ 2 (By R2
c−1 andAllc−1). Therefor, f (D) = f (D′) if and only if

f (D1) = f (D′
1). So we can assumep is a good point. Similarly, we can assume the

intersection of arc 2 and arc 3 is a good point.
Now, the intersection of arc 1 and arc 3, sayr, is also a good point. The reason is

simple. Since we proved base point invariance, we can assumethere is no base point
on any of the 3 arcs. The intersection of arc 2 and arc 3 is good means we first travel
arc 3, then arc 2. Likewise, intersection of arc 1 and arc 2 is good means we first
travel arc 2, then arc 1. Hence we first travel arc 3, then arc 1.Hence the intersection
of arc 1 and arc 3 is good.

Hence one can make all the three intersectionsp,q, r good. It follows thatp′,q′, r ′

are good. Now we have two monotone diagrams, the invariance is clear.

Lemma 24 ([7] Lemma 15.1) Suppose that p and q are two arcs in R2 meeting only
at their end points A and B, and let R be the compact region bounded by p∪ q.
Suppose that t1, t2, · · · , tn are arcs in R, each meeting p∪q at just its end points, one in
p and one in q. Suppose that every ti ∩t j is at most one point, that intersections of arcs
are transverse and there are no triple points. The graph, with vertices all intersections
of these arcs and edges comprising p∪q∪ (∪iti), separates R into collection of v-
gons. Then amongst these v-gons there is a 3-gon with an edge in p and a v-gons
there is a 3-gon with an edge in q.

Using the above lemma, and a modification of [8] Lemma 5.1, we can prove the
following lemma for link diagrams onS2.

Lemma 25 (1) Each marked link diagram D on S2 with ≤ c crossings can be trans-
formed to the unlink diagram without crossing by the following operation: crossing
change, good R1c−1, good R2

c−1, and R3
c.

(2) Furthermore, for any give crossing point p in the diagramD, we can use the
above operations to transform D to the unlink diagram with only crossing p such that
the operations do not involve p.
(3) Also, if D can be reduce by Reidemeister II move, where thetwo crossings in the
Reidemeister II move are p,q, then we can use the above operations to transform D
to the unlink diagram with only two crossings p,q, such that the operations do not
involve p,q.

Proof The proof is almost the same as in [8], except that other than the innermost
argument there, we can also use an outermost argument to remove an bigon or mono-
gon that contains the∞ point using goodR1

c−1 or goodR2
c−1.

{Allc−1,Dc,Sc}⇒ Bc.
Given a diagramD with a fixed orientation and order of components, suppose

that there are two base point setsB andB′. We only need to deal with the case thatB
andB′ has only one pointx andx′ different, they are in the same componentk, and
betweenx andx′ there is only one crossing pointp. In the base point setsB andB′,
D has the same bad points exceptp. We shall prove the equationfB(D) = fB′(D). If
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there is bad point other thanp, sayq, we resolveD at q to get diagramsD1,D2, · · · .
Then thoseDi ’s has lower indices thanD, hence base point invariance is proved for
them. As before, we get a marked diagramD corresponding to crossing change atq,
and fB(D) = fB′(D) if and only if fB(D) = fB′(D). Hence we can assume there are
no other bad points.

If there is no other bad points, there are two cases. Case 1.p is a good point for
both the two base point systems, then the values forD are bothvn, hence equal. Case
2. p is a bad point for both the two base point systems, then the skein equation tells
the values are the same.

Case 3,p is good inB, bad inB′. Then the diagramD with base point setB is
a monotone diagram. Applying the above lemma 2(1) toD, we can fix the crossing
p and reduce all other crossings by crossing change, goodR1

c−1, goodR2
c−1, andR3

c.
The result is a link diagramD′ with only one crossing,p, and fB(D) = fB′(D) if and
only if fB(D′) = fB′(D′).

It follows that forD′, all the smoothings atp (using skein relation) produce trivial
links. Then, with base point setB, the value ofD′ isvn, since it is a monotone diagram.
In B′, the value is uniquely defined by the skein equation. Supposethe value with
base point setB′ is vn, then plug this into the skein equation, we necessarily have
(1+b+d1+d2)vn+(c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)vn+1 = 0.

On the other hand, this is also a sufficient condition. This because that the skein
equation defines the value of the diagram. So, as long as the symbols always satisfy
the equation(1+b+d1+d2)vn+(c1+c2+c3+c4)vn+1 = 0 for anyn≥ 1, the value
for D′ with base point setB′ is vn. This proves the base point invariance.
{Allc−1,Dc,Sc,Bc}⇒ R1

c.
(i) Given two diagramsD andD′, which differ by a Reidemeister one move. Say
D has index(c,d), whereD′ has index(c+1,d′). D′ has an extra crossing pointp
because of the Reidemeister one move.D andD′ have the same bad points exceptp.
Like in previous proofs, if there are bad points other thanp, we can resolve them and
prove Reidemeister move one invariance inductively.

Otherwise, all other points are good, thenD andD′ are both diagrams of trivial
links. If p is good inD′, there is nothing to prove. Ifp is bad, we can useBc, base
points invariance, to get rid of this bad point by changing base point and then get the
proof.
{Allc−1,Dc,Sc,Bc}⇒ R2

c.
(ii) Given two diagramsD andD′, which differs at a Reidemeister move II.D′ has
two more crossings,p andq. Likewise, we can assume all other points are good. If
the two crossings,p andq, one is good, the other is bad, one can use a base point
change to make them both good. Then both the diagramsD andD′ are monotone
diagrams. There is nothing to prove.

The only case needs proof is that both the two crossing are bad, and base point
changes wouldn’t change them from bad to good. However, changing both the two
crossing will make them both good. Hence both the diagrams are diagrams for triv-
ial link. In this case, we can apply lemma 2(3) to reduce all other crossings in the
diagram. Hence we have the case that one diagramD is a trivial (this means there
are no crossing points), the otherD′ has only two bad crossings. The crossings are
intersections from two link components (otherwise we can use Reidemeister move I
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to reduce it). We have the following Fig. 5.
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+

X2

+

−

X3
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−

X′
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+

−

X′
2

−

+

X′
3

−

+

Y1

−

−

Y2

−

−

Y3

−

−

Fig. 5: Reidemeister II invariance.

Those diagrams contain all cases of Reidemeister moves. Look at each column.
We shall show thatf (Xi) = f (X′

i ) for i = 1,2,3. Let’s resolve bothXi andX′
i at the

positive crossing point, then we have
Xi +bYi +(c′1+c′2)vn−1+(d′

1+d′
2)vn−1 = 0 andX′

i +bYi +(c′1+c′2)vn−1+(d′
1+

d′
2)vn−1 = 0. Hencef (Xi) = f (X′

i ) for i = 1,2,3.
By changing fromXi to X′

i or from X′
i to Xi , we can reduce the number of bad

points by 2. Hence we get a monotone diagram. Hence we havef (Xi) = f (X′
i ) =

vn = f (D).

Proof of the statement (4): {Allc−1,Dc,Sc,Bc,Rc}⇒ Oc.
Given two marked diagrams with different ordering of components. For simplicity,
call themD1 andD2. By lemma 2(1), they can be simultaneously reduced to trivial
marked diagramsD

1
andD

2
by crossing change, goodR1

c−1, goodR2
c−1 andR3

c. We

have f (D1) = f (D2) if and only if f (D1) = f (D2). However,D
1

andD
2

are trivial
link diagrams with different ordering of link components. By definition, f (D1) =
f (D2). Hencef (D1) = f (D2).

Corollary 26 The last set of relations RA1
3 for A1 is (1+b+d1+d2)vn+(c1+ c2+

c3+ c4)vn+1 = 0 for base point invariance.

2.3 Modifying by writhe

There is another closely related link invariant with valuesin another commutative
ring A′

2. The idea is that the skein relations can reduce the calculation to monotone
diagrams, and we can regard the set of monotone diagrams as a basis and assign
writhe dependant values to those diagrams. Now the skein relations don’t give us a
link invariant, but we can make a new functiong(w), such that the productg(w) f (D)
is regular link invariant. Herew is a the writhe of the link diagram, regular means it
is invariant under Reidemeister move tow and three. This construction is similar to
the Kauffman bracket and the Kauffman 2-variable polynomial.
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Proposition 27 There are functions f,F for oriented link diagrams satisfying the
following properties.
(1) For a monotone diagram D, f(D) = h(w)vn, F(D) = vn, where w is a the writhe
of the link diagram, n is the number of components. There is another function g(w)
such that F(D) = g(w) f (D).
(2) For any marked link diagram D, f(D) and F(D) are uniquely defined.
(3) The function f satisfies type one skein relations if we resolve at any bad point.
(4) The functions f,F are invariant under base point change.
(5) F and f are invariant under Reidemeister moves II and III.
(6) F and f are invariant under changing order of components.

We can regardw as a function on oriented diagrams with integral values. Then we can
write the skein relations forF as follows. Forf (E+)+b f(E−)+c1 f (E)+c2 f (W)+
c3 f (HC) + c4 f (HT) + d1 f (VC) + d2 f (VT) = 0, since f (D) = h(w(D))F(D), we
can geth(w(E+))F(E+)+bh(w(E−))F(E−)+c1h(w(E))F(E)+c2h(w(W))F(W)+
c3h(w(HC))F(HC)+c4h(w(HT))F(HT)+d1h(w(VC))F(VC)+d2h(w(VT))F(VT)=
0. Similarly, we haveh(w(E+))F(E+)+b′h(w(E−))F(E−)+c′1h(w(E))F(E)+c′2h(w(W))F(W)+
d′

1h(w(S))F(S)+d′
2h(w(N))F(N) = 0.

Remark 14As before, we shall prove it inductively and use the following notations.
D f

c,d means that the value off for any marked link diagram inS(c,d) is uniquely

defined, andDF
c,d means that the value ofF for any marked link diagram inS(c,d)

is uniquely defined.Dc,d means that bothD f
c,d andDF

c,d are true. Similarly, we have

S f f
c,d andS fFc,d, and etc.

Proof As before, the proof is an induction on index(c,d). For statement (1), there is
nothing to prove. We shall tell more aboutg(w) later.

Proof of the statement (2)(3): The proof is almost the same as in last section. We
also resolve at the first bad point to define the invariant.

Proof of the statement (4)(5):
We shall prove by induction. Suppose that we haveAllc−1,Dc,Sc. For diagrams

in S(c) = ∪d≤cS(c,d), we shall prove the following lemma first.

Lemma 2 Given two marked link diagrams D,D′ which are connected by a good
Reidemeister one move, where D′ has one more crossing p than D, then there is a
shifting operator T , such that if p is positive, then f(D′) = T f(D), if p is negative,
then f(D′) = T−1 f (D).

Proof We resolveD,D′ simultaneously at all bad points other thanp, and for the
resulting diagrams, we resolve again all bad points other than p, and so on. Finally,
f (D), f (D′) can be written as linear combination of monotone diagrams{Di ,D′

i | i =
1, · · · ,N}. Those diagrams can be paired up such thatDi ,D′

i are connected by a good
Reidemeister one move, whereD′

i has one more crossingp thanDi . Supposep is
positive. Then by definition,f (D′

i) = h(w(Di) + 1)vn, f (Di) = h(w(Di))vn. Define
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T(h(w)) = h(w+ 1), then f (D′
i) = T f(Di) for eachi. We can linearly extend the

definition ofT, hencef (D′) = T f(D).
Likewise, if p is negative, thenf (D′) = T−1 f (D).

Allc−1,Dc,Sc ⇒ Bc.
Suppose we have a diagrams with different base point setsB,B′. For simplicity, the
diagram will be calledD with base point setB, andD′ with base point setB′. B andB′

has only one pointx andx′ different, they are in the same componentk, and between
x andx′ there is only one crossing pointp. In the base point systemsB′, D′ has one
bad pointp, andD is a monotone diagram.

Using the skein relations forf (D), we can prove similar results as for type one
invariants. For example, goodR2

c, R3
c. We use lemma 2 to replace goodR1

c. We also
can simultaneously resolve any crossing points. This meansthat for D,D′, we can
simultaneously apply crossing change, goodR1

c, goodR2
c, andR3

c. Let the results
be D,D

′
. Then f (D) = f (D′) if and only if f (D) = f (D

′
). The proof for type one

invariant also applies here.
For example, if we have two diagramsD,D′ for both which we can apply a good

Ridemeister one move to remove one good crossingp, the two oriented diagrams are
the same but with different base point sets, then in the skeinequation for any crossing
point, all the lower crossing terms by induction (Dc−1,Bc−1 andOc−1) are equal in
pairs. Thenf (D) = f (D′) if and only if f (D) = f (D

′
). Hence we can make crossing

changes at all crossings.
Hence the diagramsD,D′ are reduced to have only one crossing pointp.
If p is a positive crossing, thenf (D) =h(1)vn, f (D

′
)+h(−1)bvn+(c1+c2+c3+

c4)h(0)vn+1+(d1+d2)h(0)vn = 0. Hence we need the equationh(1)vn+h(−1)bvn+
(c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)h(0)vn+1+(d1+d2)h(0)vn = 0.

Similarly, if the crossingp is negative, we getf (D)= h(−1)vn, h(1)vn+b f(D
′
)+

(c1+c2+c3+c4)h(0)vn+1+(d1+d2)h(0)vn= 0. Hence we need the equationh(1)vn+
h(−1)bvn+(c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)h(0)vn+1+(d1+d2)h(0)vn = 0.

In both cases, we geth(1)vn+h(−1)bvn+(c1 + c2 + c3 + c4)h(0)vn+1+(d1 +
d2)h(0)vn = 0.

f (D) = Tw f (D) for some integerw. Hence, forf (D) = f (D′) to be true, we need
h(w)vn+h(w−2)bvn+(c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)h(w−1)vn+1+(d1+d2)h(w−1)vn = 0
hold in general.

Those equations guarantee base point sets invariance.
(ii) Allc−1,Dc,Sc,Bc ⇒ R2

c.
As before, we have two diagramsD,D′. We can assume thatD is a trivial link dia-
gram, with 0 crossing, and writhe is 0.D′ has 2 crossing. Those two bad crossings,
say p,q are intersections of different components. Then use the same argument as
last proof for Reidemeister move II invariance, we get two equations. Last time, we
hadXi +bYi +(c′1+c′2)vn−1+(d′

1+d′
2)vn−1 = 0 andX′

i +bYi +(c′1+c′2)vn−1+(d′
1+

d′
2)vn−1 = 0. Now they should be modified a little bit, we have to add the writhe part

into the equations. It is clear that the last 4 terms in the twoequations all have writhe
−1. So it is also true thatXi andXi′ have same value fori = 1,2,3. After changing
both p,q to good points, the proof of Reidemeister move II invarianceis trivial for f
andF.
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(iii) Allc−1,Dc,Sc,Bc ⇒ R3
c.

Since Reidemeister move III does not change writhe, the proof is the same as
before.

Proof of the statement (6)Allc−1,Dc,Sc,Bc,Rc ⇒ Oc.
Using lemma 2(1), the proof is the same as before.

Corollary 28 The last set of relations R
A′

1
3 for A′

1 contains the following relations:
h(w)vn+h(w−2)bvn+(c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)h(w−1)vn+1+(d1+d2)h(w−1)vn = 0.

The functionsf ,F are not invariant under Reidemeister move one, with the help
of base point sets invariance, we can discuss their behaviorunder Reidemeister move
one. This time, we do not need to assume the Reidemeister one move is a good one.

Lemma 3 Given two marked link diagrams D,D′ which are connected by a Reide-
meister one move, where D′ has one more crossing p than D, then there is a shifting
operator T , such that if p is positive, then f(D′) = T f(D), if p is negative, then
f (D′) = T−1 f (D).

Proof Given two marked link diagramsD,D′ which are connected by a Reidemeister
one move, whereD′ has one more crossingp thanD. By Bc, we can assume thatp is
a good point. Now the result follows from lemma 2.

Now, there are two ways to make link invariant out of this. Thefirst, up toT action
equivalence,f defines a link invariant. The second, we can useF = g(w) f as follows.
It is clear thatF is also a regular invariant, so we only need to worry about Reide-
meister move one. Given two diagramsD,D′ connected by a Reidemeister one move,
we haveF(D) = g(w) f (D) andF(D′) = g(w+1)T f(D). To haveF(D) = F(D′), we
askg(w) f (D) = g(w+1)T f(D). For this to be true, we interpretg(w) as an operator
onA′

1. g(w) = T−w will make the equation true! HenceF(D) = T−w(D) f (D) is a link
invariant.

Remark 15The difference with type one invariant is that althoughF(D) = vn on
monotone diagrams,F(D) does not satisfy the skein relations.

Remark 16An easy choice for the equationh(w)vn+h(w−2)bvn+(c1+ c2+ c3+
c4)h(w−1)vn+1+(d1+d2)h(w−1)vn = 0 is to leth(w) = aw for a new variablea.
Then the equation is reduced toa2vn+bvn+(c1+c2+c3+c4)avn+1+(d1+d2)avn =
0. Then we can letg(w) = a−w. From this, one can see that this is a new link invariant
(If it is equivalent to type one invariant, we need to give some nontrivial proof).

3 The second link invariant

There is another closely related new link invariant.
Given a link diagram with local crossingE±, if the two strands are from same

component, then they satisfies the following relation:
E+ = c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+d2VT
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E− = c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+d2VT
Otherwise, they satisfies the following relation:

E+ = c′1E+ c′2W+d′
1S+d′

2N

E− = c′1E+ c′2W+d
′
1S+d

′
2N

Now, we have 20 variables. We can them the type two skein relations. Similarly,
there is another set of equations for them, and the above setting defines a new link
invariant.

3.1 The ringA2

Since the skein relations of type one and type two invariantsare so closely related,
we can get the relation set forA2 from the relation sets forA1. It is very easy. Let
b = b′ = 0 in relation set ofA1, then we get the relation setRA2

2 for A2 as follows
(they need to be complete by conjugation).

Case 1:c′2c2
′ = d

′
1d′

2, d′
1c′2+d′

2d
′
2 = 1

′
c′2+d′

2c
′
1.

Case 2:c′1c4+ c′2c4 = c3c′1+ c3c′2,c′1d1+ c′2d1 = d
′
1d′

2+d
′
1d′

1, c′2d2+ c′1d2 = d
′
2d′

2+

d
′
2d′

1, d′
2c4+d′

1c4 = c3d′
1+ c3d′

2.

Case 3:c4d
′
1 = c2c′2, c42

′
= c2d′

2, c2d
′
2+ c3c′2 = c1c′2+ c2c′1, c2c1

′+ c3d′
2 = c1d′

2+

c2d′
1, c2d

′
1 = c3c′2, c2c2

′ = c3d′
2, c4d

′
2+c1c′2 = c4c′2+c4c′1, c4c1

′+c1d′
2= c4d′

2+c4d′
1,

d1d
′
2+d2c′2 = d1c′2+d1c′1, d1c1

′+d2d′
2 = d1d′

2+d1d′
2, d1d

′
1 = d2c′2, d1c2

′ = d2d′
2.

Case 4:c4d
′
2+c3d

′
1 = d

′
2c3+d

′
1c4, c4d

′
1+c3d

′
2 = d

′
1c3+d

′
2c4, d2d1+d1d1 = c1

′c3+
c2

′c4+d′
2c2+d′

1c1, d1c4+d2c4 = c1d2+c2d1, d2d2+d1d2 = c1
′c4+c2

′c3+d′
1c2+

d′
2c1, d1c3+d2c3 = c1d1+ c2d2, c3c1

′ + c4c2
′+ c2d′

2+ c1d′
2 = d1d2+d1d1, d1c1+

d2c2 = c3d1+ c3d2, d2c1+d1c2 = c4d1+ c4d2.
Case 5:c3c2 = c4c2, c3c3 = c2c2, c3d2 = c2d1, c4c2 = c2c3, c2c4+c4c3 = c1c3+c2c1,
c2d1+c4d1= c1d1+c2d2, c3c1+c1c2 = c3c2+c3c3, c1c4 = c3c1, c1d1= c4d2, c4c3 =
c2c2, c2c3 = c4c2, c2d2 = c4d1, d2c2 = d1c3, d2c3 = d1c2, d2d2 = d1d1, d2c1+d1c2 =
d2c2+d2c3, d1c4+d2c4 = d2c3+d2c1.

3.2 Proofs for the second link invariant

Proposition 31 The invariant satisfies the following properties.
(0) The value is defined uniquely for any oriented link diagram.
(1) Satisfying skein relations if we resolve at any crossingpoint.
(2) Invariant under Reidemeister moves for any two diagramswith crossing< c.

Proof of the statement (0):
We shall define the invariant inductively on crossing numberc of the diagram.

Step 1. For a n component oriented link diagram of crossing numberc= 0, define its
value to bevn.
Then the statement (0)-(2) is satisfied.
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step 2. If the diagramD has crossing points, we resolve the diagram at one cross-
ing point p. Then, in the skein equation, all the other terms have smaller crossing
numbers. By induction hypothesis, those terms are uniquelydefined. Hence the skein
relation uniquely defines the value forD.

Proof of the statement (1):
The proof is almost the same as type 1 invariant.

Proof of the statement (2):
(i) Given two diagramsD andD′, which differs at a Reidemeister move I. SayD has
indexc, whereD′ has indexc+1. In the local Reidemeister move I part, say the cross-
ing point isp. D andD′ have the same crossing points exceptp. If there are crossing
points other thanp, we can resolve both the diagrams and prove Reidemeister move
I invariance inductively.

Otherwise,p is the only crossing point, thenD andD′ are both diagrams of trivial
links. f (D) is defined to bevn, but f (D′) is defined by using the skein relation. After
resolving atp, we getf (D′) = (c1+c2+c3+c4)vn+1+(d1+d2)vn or f (D′) = (c1+
c2+ c3+ c4)vn+1+(d1+d2)vn, depending on the crossing type.

Then Reidemeister move I invariance is guaranteed by the following equations
vn = (c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)vn+1+(d1+d2)vn and
vn = (c1+c2+c3+c4)vn+1+(d1+d2)vn. We ask those equations to be always true.

(ii) Given two diagramsD andD′, which differs at a Reidemeister II move. Likewise,
we can assume there is no other crossing points. If the Reidemeister move II involves
only one component, then it can be resolved by Reidemeister move I moves, and then
invariance followed from Reidemeister move I invariance.

If the Reidemeister move II involve two link components, we resolve it at the
positive crossing point. Then Reidemeister move II invariance followed from the fol-
lowing equation:vn+1 = (c1+ c2+d1+d2)vn.

Remark 17If we resolve at the negative crossing point, we can get another invariant
with a different relationvn+1 = (c1

′+ c2
′+d1

′+d2
′)vn.

(iii) Given two diagramsD andD′, which differs at a Reidemeister move III. Like
before, we can assume all other points are good. In the local diagram containing the
Reidemeister move III, there is a one to one correspondence between the three arcs
appearing in the two local diagrams. We can also order the three arcs by 1,2,3,(1′,2,3′

in D′) such that arc 1 is above arc, and arc 2 is above arc 3. The one toone correspon-
dence preserve the ordering. Suppose arc 1 and arc 2 intersects at p, arc 1′ and arc
2′ intersects atp′. Then we can resolve atp, p′ at the same time. The resulting terms
can be paired up and equal each other since we have proved Reidemeister move II
invariance. Therefor, we proved Reidemeister move III invariance.
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3.3 Modifying by writhe

Instead of asking the above definition to be Reidemeister moves invariant, we can ask
its modification to be Reidemeister moves invariant. Denotethe value of diagramD
by f (D), let ω denote the writhe,c denote the crossing number,µ denote number
of link components. We ask a new family of functionsg(ω ,c,µ) with parameters in
ω ,c,µ , such thatg f(D) is Reidemeister moves invariant.

Proposition 32 There is an invariant satisfies the following properties.
(0) The value f(D) is defined uniquely for any oriented link diagram.
(1) f(D) satisfies skein relations if we resolve at any crossing point.
(2) F(D) = g(ω ,c,µ) f (D) is invariant under Reidemeister moves for any two dia-
grams with crossing< c.

Proof We use inductions on crossing numberc.

Proof of the statement (0)(1)Same as before.

Proof of the statement (2)
(i) To make it Reidemeister move I invariant, like above, we needsome new equa-
tions. Suppose there are two diagramsD and D′, which differs at a Reidemeister
move I. SayD has indexc, whereD′ has indexc+1. In the local Reidemeister move
I part, say the crossing point isp. D andD′ have the same crossing points exceptp.
Suppose diagramD has parametersω ,c,µ , theD′ has parametersω +1,c+1,µ or
has parametersω −1,c+1,µ .

An easy case:c= 0. If we use the skein relation to resolve the only crossing of
D′, depending on the crossing type, we getD′ = (c1+c2+c3+c4)vn+1+(d1+d2)vn

or D′ = (c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)vn+1+(d1+d2)vn

In general, if they have other crossings, we can resolve all other crossings, and the
resulting terms forD andD′ can be paired up. Then we can resolvep. For example,
if the p has positive crossing, then we can group the terms forD′ together, such that
each group has the form(c1+c2+c3+c4)vn+1+(d1+d2)vn for somen, and forD,
there is one termvn corresponds to it.

Hence we can add the following equations for Reidemeister move I invariance:
g(ω +1,c+1,µ){(c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)vn+1+(d1+d2)vn}= g(ω ,c,µ)vn

g(ω −1,c+1,µ){(c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)vn+1+(d1+d2)vn}= g(ω ,c,µ)vn

(ii) To make it Reidemeister move II invariant, like above, we need some new equa-
tions. Suppose there are two diagramsD andD′, which differs at a Reidemeister move
II. Say D has indexc, whereD′ has indexc+ 2. In the local Reidemeister move II
part, say the crossing point isp,q. D andD′ have the same crossing points except
p,q. Suppose diagramD has parametersω ,c,µ , theD′ has parametersω ,c+2,µ .

We can resolve all other crossings, so thatf (D) and f (D′) turns to be linear
combinations of diagramsD1,D′

i , · · · with coefficients. The resulting terms forD and
D′ can be paired up. SayDi andD′

i is one of the pairs.Di has no crossings, andD′
i

has 2 crossings. We resolveD′
i at the negative crossing point first, then the positive

point, we always get
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(c′1+ c′2){(c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)vn+(d1+d2)vn−1}+(d
′
1+d

′
2){(c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)vn+(d1+d2)vn−1}.

Then f (D′) is a linear combination, such that each term has the form

(c′1+c′2){(c1+c2+c3+c4)vn+(d1+d2)vn−1}+(d
′
1+d

′
2){(c1+c2+c3+c4)vn+(d1+d2)vn−1}

for somen, and forD, there is one termvn corresponds to it.
Hence we can add the following equations for Reidemeister move II invariance:

g(ω ,c+2,µ){(c′1+c′2){(c1+c2+c3+c4)vn+(d1+d2)vn−1}+(d
′
1+d

′
2){(c1+c2+

c3+ c4)vn+(d1+d2)vn−1}}= g(ω ,c,µ)vn

(iii) For the Reidemeister move III invariance, things are much easier. The only dif-
ference ofD andD′ is position of a crossing point. One choose that right point to
resolve both the diagrams. The equality is trivial.

Corollary 33 f (D) here is invariant under Reidemeister move III.

Remark 18This is analogous to Kauffman’s bracket and Jones polynomial.

4 Type 3 and type 4 invariants

We can similarly define two more invariants.

Type 3 invariant
Given a link diagram with local crossingE±, if the two strands are from same

component, then they satisfies the following relation:
E++bE−+ c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+d2VT = 0

Otherwise, they satisfies the following relation:
E+ = c′1E+ c′2W+d′

1S+d′
2N

E− = c′1E+ c′2W+d
′
1S+d

′
2N

Type 4 invariant
Given a link diagram with local crossingE±, if the two strands are from same

component, then they satisfies the following relation:
E+ = c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+d2VT
E− = c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+d2VT

Otherwise, they satisfies the following relation:
E++b′E−+ c′1E+ c′2W+d′

1S+d′
2N = 0

It seems likely that the above constructions also define somelink invariants, but
unfortunately, the equationsfpq= fqp tell us that in those equations many coefficients
must be zero. The results are not of interest. In the future inour later paper, we will
discuss some more general constructions, in which the ring is non commutative. We
hope type 3 and 4 invariants will be non trivial in that case.
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5 Conclusion and theorems

We have four rings hereA1,A′
1,A2,A′

2. We list below their generators and relation sets

RAi
1 ,RAi

3 or R
A′

i
1 ,R

A′
i

3 . SinceRAi
2 = R

A′
i

2 and they are too complicated, we do not list them
here again.

A1 has generatorsb,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,b′,c′1,c
′
2,d

′
1,d

′
2 and{vn}

∞
n=1.

RA1
1 : all generators commute.

RA1
3 : (1+b+d1+d2)vn+(c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)vn+1 = 0.

A′
1 has generatorsb,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,b′,c′1,c

′
2,d

′
1,d

′
2 and{vn}

∞
n=1.

R
A′

1
1 : all generators commute.

R
A′

1
3 : h(w)vn + h(w−2)bvn+(c1 + c2 + c3 + c4)h(w− 1)vn+1+(d1 +d2)h(w−

1)vn = 0.

Theorem 1 For oriented link diagrams, there is a link invariant with values in A1

and satisfies the following skein relations:
(1) If the two strands are from same link component, then

E++bE−+ c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+d2VT = 0.
(2) Otherwise, E++b′E−+ c′1E+ c′2W+d′

1S+d′
2N = 0.

The value for trivial n-component link is vn.
In general, replacing A1 by any homomorphic image of A1, one will get a link

invariant.
There is a modified invariant taking values in A′

1, and the value for a monotone
n-component link diagram is h(w)vn.

This theorem directly follows from proposition 2.13. In general, if one replaceA1

by any homomorphic image ofA1, the equationfpq = fqp still holds, then there is
nothing to prove.

A2 has generatorsc1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,c′1,c
′
2,d

′
1,d

′
2,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,c′1,c

′
2,d

′
1,d

′
2 and

{vn}
∞
n=1.

RA2
1 : all generators commute with each other.

RA2
3 : vn = (c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)vn+1+(d1+d2)vn,

vn = (c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)vn+1+(d1+d2)vn,
vn+1 = (c1+ c2+d1+d2)vn.

A′
2 has generatorsc1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,c′1,c

′
2,d

′
1,d

′
2,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,c′1,c

′
2,d

′
1,d

′
2 and

{vn}
∞
n=1.

R
A′

2
1 : all generators commute with each other.

R
A′

2
3 : g(ω +1,c+1,µ){(c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)vn+1+(d1+d2)vn}= g(ω ,c,µ)vn,

g(ω −1,c+1,µ){(c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)vn+1+(d1+d2)vn}= g(ω ,c,µ)vn,
g(ω ,c+2,µ){(c′1+c′2){(c1+c2+c3+c4)vn+(d1+d2)vn−1}+(d

′
1+d

′
2){(c1+c2+

c3+ c4)vn+(d1+d2)vn−1}}= g(ω ,c,µ)vn.
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Theorem 2 For oriented link diagrams, there is a link invariant with values in A2

and satisfies the following skein relations:
(1) If the two strands are from same link component, then

E+ = c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+d2VT
E− = c1E+ c2W+ c3HC+ c4HT +d1VC+d2VT

(2) Otherwise,
E+ = c′1E+ c′2W+d′

1S+d′
2N

E− = c′1E+ c′2W+d
′
1S+d

′
2N

The value for a trivial n-component link diagram is vn.
In general, replacing A2 by any homomorphic image of A2, one will get a link

invariant.
There is a modified invariant taking values in A′

2, and the value for a trivial n-
component link diagram is vn.

6 Relation with link polynomials

Let’s focus on type one invariant first. From the proof one canconclude that as long
as any ring satisfies those relations, it will produce a link invariant. For example, if
we letc2 = c3 = c4 = d1 = d2 = 0= c′2 = d′

1 = d′
2, andb= b′ then the relations are all

gone. We getE++bE−+ c1E = 0, this is equivalent to the well know HOMFLYPT
polynomial! This means HOMFLYPT polynomial is a special case of the new invari-
ants. By adding other relations into this relation set, we can design a special invariant.
This is like group representations. You can add new relations to get a homomorphism
image of the original group. We can refer to this as the homomorphisms of the invari-
ants. In this section, we shall discuss some natural way to add new relations to get
invariants which are easy to handle with. If we ask some symbols to be 0, and others
to have inverses, it will produce many new link polynomials.

(1) We can try the following:c1 = c2 = c3 = c4 = 0 = c′1 = c′2, then the relations
reduce to the following (need to be complete by conjugation)
Case 1:0= d

′
1d′

2, b′d′
2 = b

′
d′

2, d′
1d′

2 = d′
2d′

1, d′
2d

′
2 = 0

Case 2:d′
2b= d′

2b′, d′
1b= d′

1b′, 0= d
′
1d′

2+d
′
1d′

1, 0= d
′
2d′

2+d
′
2d′

1.

Case 3:d1d
′
2 = 0, d2d′

2 = d1d′
2+d1d′

2, d1b
′
= d1b′, d1d

′
1 = 0, 0= d2d′

2.
Case 4:d2d1+d1d1 = 0, bd2 = bd2, d2d2+d1d2 = 0, bd1 = bd1, 0= d1d2+d1d1,
d1b= d1b, d2b= d2b.
Case 5:d2d2 = d1d1

Those can be simplified to:(b−b)d1 = 0, (b−b)d2 = 0, (b′−b
′
)d1 = 0, (b′−

b
′
)d2 = 0, (b′−b

′
)d′

1 = 0, (b′−b
′
)d′

2 = 0, d1d′
1 = 0, d1d′

2 = 0, d2d′
2 = 0, d′

1d′
2 = 0,

d1d1 = d2d2, d1d1+d1d2 = 0.
Certainly, we need to complete them by conjugation.RA1

3 tells us that(1+b+
d1+d2)vn = 0. Hence this ring has zero divisors.

An easy case is to letb= b′ =−1, then we get the followings.E+−E−+d1VC+
d2VT = 0,E+−E−+d′

1S+d′
2N= 0,d1d′

1 = 0,d1d′
2 = 0,d2d′

2 = 0,d′
1d′

2 = 0,d1d1 =

d2d2 =−d1d2, andRA1
3 = /0.
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(2) Another homomorphism is to letb= b′ = 1. Thenx≡ x. Simplify those relations,
we get: 3= 4. The relations forA1 can be simplified as followings:
Case 1:c′2c′2 = d′

1d′
2, d′

1c′2+d′
2d

′
2 = c′1c′2+d′

2c′1.
Case 2:c′1d1+c′2d1 = d′

1d′
2+d′

1d′
1, c′2d2+c′1d2 = d′

2d′
2+d′

2d′
1, d′

2c3+d′
1c3 = c3d′

1+
c3d′

2.
Case 3:c3d′

1 = c2c′2, c3c′2 = c2d′
2, c2d′

2+ c3c′2 = c1c′2+ c2c′1, c2c′1+ c3d′
2 = c1d′

2+
c2d′

1, c2b= c2b′, c2d′
1 = c3c′2, c2c′2 = c3d′

2, c3d′
2+c1c′2 = c3c′2+c3c′1, c3c′1+c1d′

2 =
c3d′

2 + c3d′
1, d1d′

2 + d2c′2 = d1c′2 + d1c′1, d1c′1 + d2d′
2 = d1d′

2 + d1d′
2, d1d′

1 = d2c′2,
d1c′2 = d2d′

2.
Case 4:d2d1+d1d1 = c′1c3+ c′2c3+d′

2c2+d′
1c1, d1c3+d2c3 = c1d2+ c2d1, d2d2+

d1d2 = c′1c3+ c′2c3 +d′
1c2+ d′

2c1, d1c3 +d2c3 = c1d1 + c2d2, c3c′1 + c3c′2 + c2d′
2 +

c1d′
2 = d1d2+d1d1, d1c1+d2c2 = c3d1+ c3d2, d2c1+d1c2 = c3d1+ c3d2.

Case 5:c3c3 = c2c2, c3d2 = c2d1, c2c3+ c3c3 = c1c3+ c2c1, c2d1+ c3d1 = c1d1+
c2d2, c3c1+ c1c2 = c3c2+ c3c3,c1d1 = c3d2, c2d2 = c3d1, d2c2 = d1c3, d2c3 = d1c2,
d2d2 = d1d1, d2c1+d1c2 = d2c2+d2c3, d1c3+d2c3 = d2c3+d2c1.

RA1
3 tells us that(2+ d1+ d2)vn +(c1 + c2+ c3 + c4)vn+1 = 0. We can also let

b= b′ =−1, and get similar relations.

(3) An interesting choice is to make the invariant like an ”oriented version of Kauff-
man 2-variable polynomial” as follows. Letc2 = c3 = c4 = d2 = c′2 = d′

2 = 0, and
b= b′ = 1, then we have the followings.
Case 2:c′1d1 = d′

1d′
1.

Case 3:d1c′1 = 0, d1c′1 = 0, d1d′
1 = 0.

Case 4:d1d1 = d′
1c1, 0= c1d1, d1d1 = 0, d1c1 = 0.

Case 5:0= c1d1, c1d1 = 0, 0= d1d1.
Those can be simplified to:c1d1 = c1d′

1 = c′1d1 = d1d1 = d1d′
1 = d′

1d′
1 = 0.

E+ +E− + c1E + d1VT = 0, E+ +E− + c′1E + d′
1S= 0. RA1

3 tells us that(2+
d1)vn+ c1vn+1 = 0.

(4) For the type 2 invariant, if we askc1 = c2 = c3 = c4 = 0 andc1 = c2 = c3 = c4 = 0,
we get the followings.
Case 1:d′

1d′
2 = d′

2d′
2 = 0.

Case 2:d′
1d′

2+d′
1d

′
1 = 0, d′

2d′
2+d′

2d′
1 = 0.

Case 3:d1d′
2 = 0, d2d′

2 = d1d′
2+d1d′

2, d1d′
1 = 0, 0= d2d′

2.
Case 4:d2d1+d1d1 = 0, d2d2+d1d2 = 0, 0= d1d2+d1d1,
Case 5:d2d2 = d1d1.

Those can be simplified.d′
2d′

2 = d′
1d′

1 = d′
1d′

2= 0,d2d′
2 = d1d′

1 =d1d′
2 = 0,d2d2 =

d1d1 = −d1d2. They need to be complete by conjugation too. Check the following
relation set.
RA2

3 : vn = (c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)vn+1+(d1+d2)vn,
vn = (c1+ c2+ c3+ c4)vn+1+(d1+d2)vn,
vn+1 = (c1+ c2+d1+d2)vn.

Then we ask the following conditions hold.vn+1 = vn and(d1+d2−1)vn = 0=
(d1+d2−1)vn.
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There are other interesting invariants derived from type 2 invariants and their
modified version. We don’t discuss them here.

Remark 19In general, we can regard the coefficient ring as commutativering over
rational numbers, then we can use tools like Gr ¨obner basis. Hence we can directly
work with type one and type two invariants. However, the modified versions have
infinitely many generators, so we need some technique to dealwith them. We shall
discuss them in the future.

7 An application

Most knot invariants do not distinguish mutant knots. For example, the HOMFLY
polynomial, the hyperbolic volume. It is not hard to show that neither type one nor
type two invariant distinguishes mutant knots. However, inthe following we shall
show that the modified type one invariant can distinguish mutants. This invariant is
very complicated, and is hard to compute by hand. We shall usea simplified version
here. Hence the computation is much easier.

In the modified version of type one invariant, we let most variables to be zero,
and only leave the followings.E++bE−+d2VT = 0, E++b′E−+ c′1E = 0. Since
we do not have other variables, we simply used to denoted2, andc to denotec′1.
The relations between the variables are:b′c= bc,cd= 0,dd= 0,b2d = d. We shall
modify it by writhe, so the Reidemeister invariance gives{h(w)+h(w−2)b+dh(w−
1)}vn = 0.

We simply askh(w)+ h(w− 2)b+ dh(w− 1) = 0 andvn commutes with other
variables.

If we let x = h(1),y = h(2), the all otherh(w) are uniquely determined by the
above equation. For example,h(3) =−bx−dy, h(0) =−b−1y−b−1dx.

To calculate the invariant, recall that there are two functions f (D) andF(D) =
h(w) f (D), whereF(D) is the knot invariant, andf (D) satisfies the skein equations.
For any monotone diagramD, the value forf (D) is h−1(w)vn, andF(D) = vn. Now
for an arbitrary diagramD, if after some Reidemeister moves we get another diagram
D′, then f (D) = h−1(w)F(D) = h−1(w)F(D′) = h−1(w)h(w′) f (D′). We shall use this
formula to simplify the calculation.

The famous first mutants pair in the knot table are the Conway knotC (11n34) of
genus 3 and the KinoshitaCTerasaka (11n42) knot KT of genus 2.

Calculation showsF(KT)= h(−1){b−2h−1(3)+dh−1(2)−b−1d}v1, andF(C)=
h(−1){bd+h−1(−1)−dbh−1(4)}v1.

To compare those results, we need the Gr ¨obner basis. Let the commutative poly-
nomial ringR′ =Q[b,b′,B,B′,c,d] andR=Q[b,b′,B,B′,c,d,vn,n= 1,2, · · · ] =R′[vn,n=
1,2, · · · ]. HereQ denote the field of rational numbers. LetI be the ideal inR gener-
ated byb′c−bc,cd,dd,b2d−d,bB−1,b′B′−1, andI ′ be the ideal inR′ generated
by b′c−bc,cd,dd,b2d−d,bB−1,b′B′−1. Take the lex orderb′ > b> B′ > B> c>
d > vn > vn−1. Then a Gr ¨obner basis forI ′ is

G= {b′c−bc,cd,dd,b2d−d,bB−1,b′B′−1,bd−dB,bcB′−c,B2d−d,cB′−cB,b′cB−c}.
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Now letA= R/I , A′ = R′/I ′, H = A[x,y],H ′ = A′[x,y]. Let Sbe the subset of non
zero divisors inA, T = S−1A. In A andA′, we can regardB asb−1, B′ asb′−1.

Lemma 71 For any f ∈ R, x+ f d is not a zero divisor in H.

Proof Suppose that for somee,g ∈ R, (x+ f d)(e+ gd) = 0. There are two cases.
Case 1.de= 0, thenx(e+gd) = 0. By definition ofH ′, x is not a zero divisor. Hence
e+gd= 0.

Case 2.de 6= 0. Thenxe+ d( f e+ xg) = 0, multiply d to both sides, we have
xde= 0, a contradiction.

Using induction, we can prove thath(2k+ 1) = (−b)kx− k(−b)k−1dy, h(2k+
2)= (−b)ky−k(−b)k−1dx, andh(−2k)= (−b−1)k+1y+(k+1)(−b−1)k+1dx, h(−2k−
1) = (−b−1)k+1x+(k+ 1)(−b−1)k+1dy for k > 0. For example,h(3) = −bx− dy,
h(4) =−by+bdx, h(0) =−b−1y−b−1dx, h(−1) =−b−1x+b−2dy= dy−b−1x.

It follows that allh(k) are not zero divisors, and hence lie inS.
For anyu1/s1 = u2/s2 ∈ T, we haves(s1u2− s2u1) = 0 for somes∈ S. SinceS

contains only non zero divisors, we haves1u2− s2u1 = 0∈ H.
Now we can compareF(KT) andF(C).
F(KT)= h(−1){b−2h−1(3)+dh−1(2)−b−1d}v1= h(−1)(b−2 1

bx+dy+d1
y −b−1d)v1

F(C)= h(−1){bd+h−1(−1)−dbh−1(4)}v1= h(−1)(bd+ 1
dy−b−1x

−db 1
−by+bdx)v1.

Suppose thatF(KT) = F(C), sinceh(−1) is not a zero divisor, we shall have
b−2 1

bx+dy +d1
y −b−1d = bd+ 1

dy−b−1x
−db 1

bdx−by.

Reduce the fractions to a common denominator and simplify, we shall have 2bdy3−
2dx2y2− (b2−b−2)xy2 = 0 in H, which is not true. HenceF(KT) 6= F(C). This in-
variant distinguishes mutants.

There is a slightly weaker invariant can also distinguish mutants. This time we
askh(n) = an for some invertible variablea.

We can now askb = b′,B = B′,c = d, then we havea2 + b+ da= 0. Let A >
a> B> b> d, then a Gr ¨obner basis isb2d−d,dd,bB−1,Bd−bd,aA−1,a2+b+
da,bA+a+d,A+aB+bd,dA+abd,bdA+ad.

Now a3b2F(KT) = a+da2−bda4 = a−2bd, a3b2F(C) = bda4−bd+a3b2 =
bd−ab3. Hence this invariant distinguishes mutants.

8 Discussions

The invariants are constructed in a similar pattern. Using the same pattern, we can
construct more invariants.

The Principle: Whenever we get a choice for the skein relation, we calculatethe
equationsfpq = fqp. Those equations defines an invariant at the diagram level. They
almost give us a link invariant, and we only need to add a few equations to fit the Rei-
demeister invariance. There is usually a modified version and parameterized versions
for the invariant.
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With this in mind, we propose some more general link invariants.
One is constructed using the following skein relations. If the two strands are from

same components, then
E++bE−+ c1E+ ĉ1E+ c2W+ ĉ2W+ c3HC+ ĉ3HC+ c4HT + ĉ4HT +d1VC+ d̂1VC+d2VT+ d̂2VT = 0

If they are from different components, then

E++b′E−+ c′1E+ ĉ′1E+ c′2W+ ĉ′2W+d′
1S+ d̂′

1S+d′
2N+ d̂′

2N = 0

Here,Ê is the same link diagram asE with different orientations. For the link
components containing the two strands, they have same orientation, but all other com-
ponents are changed to opposite orientations. Similarly, one can definêHC and oth-
ers. The proof is essentially the same, but the coefficient ring is far more complicated.
We don’t give it here.

Another invariant has infinitely many variables. In stead oftwo or four skein relations,
we use infinitely many skein relations. For example, if the two arrows/arcs in the local
diagram are from the same link component, then
E++b(cr,µ)E−+ c1(cr,µ)E+ c2(cr,µ)W+ c3(cr,µ)HC+ c4(cr,µ)HT +d1(cr,µ)VC+d2(cr,µ)VT = 0.

If the two arrows/arcs are from different components, then

E++b′(cr,µ)E−+ c′1(cr,µ)E+ c′2(cr,µ)W+d′
1(cr,µ)S+d′

2(cr,µ)N = 0.

Herecr is the crossing number of diagramE+, µ is the number of components of
E+. We call they the parameters. Here, for example,b(1,1),b(1,2),b(2,1),b(3,2), · · ·
are different independent variable. They can define a new knot invariant. Also, one
can use other parameters, for example, the writhew. The invariant then gives more
direct information of crossing number and other knot invariants.

We call it the parametrization of type one invariant.

We shall discuss the unoriented case in the next paper, and the generalized invariants
in the future.
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